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MEXICAN
KOI. 50. Mr4 JFE, NEW MEXICO, iHURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1915. .7VO. 40.
si'orTs to slaughter and pillage, and
which is slill to be regretted, to theHUERTA READS COGNITION OF
HINTS DO NOT
WORK BUT A
PISTOL 010
FIRST MEETING
TODAY OF NEW
work of bleeding their fatherland, so
that when it may be dehabilitated mid
j impoverished, it should submit to the
hour fixed for the convening of con-- ;
Kress.
j At a short preliminary session
(Speaker Eduardo Tamariz, formerly
minister of public instruction, formal- -
ly declared open "the second period of
the twenty-sixt- Mexican congress."
j Senator Tamariz is the Catholic
deputy whose nomination as minister j
of public instruction was opposed by
i liberals in the last congress. This op- -'
j position was cited by Huerta as one of
da nire 18 from abroad, and without
restrictions.
"The house endeavored to prevent
MESSAGE
PERSON
Denver, Colo., Nov. 20. After filling
the night clerk ut an' uptown hotel j
with stories ot- bis hair raising ad-- j
ventures in the wild and woolly west, J
a bandit early today wrote the follow-- '
UNION IS KEY
OF STRIKEevery eftort ot the government. It:aggressively invaded not only the prov
FINANCIAL AID
TO BE DENIED
HUERTA
THAT AND DIPLOMATIC PRESSURE
ARE WASHINGTON'S TWO WEA-
PONS KALE STARTS FOR WASH-
INGTON JAP CRUISER SAILS
FOR MEXICO.
PEARSON INTERESTS
ASK AID OF U. S.
j the contributory causes to the step he
'had taken.
Tamariz's selection as speaker is
ince of the Judicial power, but the
executive's in order to cooperate In
the infamous purposes of the rebels.
Having come to this extreme, the gov-
ernment, under my direction, had to
face this painful dilemma: either to
EMULATES PRESIDENT WILSON IN
ing note and handed it to the clerk:
"ily Dear Boy The boss from our
gang wants that 1 should hold up this
house. Thanking you for that money,
. Yours, Dick."
When the clerk failed to take the
obvious hint in the note, the robber
resorted to less polite, if more conven
CONGRESS
SPECULATION ATTACHES TO ACTION
OF HUERTA AFTER CONGRESS
MEETS EUEVED HE MAY R-E-
SIGN-- MS DAYS AS A DICTATOR
ARE ENDED.
THIS RESPECT
-
TELLS NEWregarded as a further rebuke to the
deputies imprisoned by Huerta.
Iiesides the diplomats, the high mil
OPERATORS WILL DO EVERYTHING
BUT RECOGNIZE UNION-STRIKE- RS
WILL NOT GO BACK TO WORK
UNTIL THE UNION IS
CONGRESS HOW HE CAME ' the preservation of the
house as an assembly of demagogues,
ABOLISH THE PRECEDING BODY that, it would end by strangling the
itary officers, the leading civilian ofli-- !
clals, and their wives, nearly all the
'
members of the new congress were j
present.
As a measure to relieve the difficult
other two powers, dragging the coun-
try to the chaos of a blood v anarchy
OF LAWMAKERS.
tional methods, and shoved a gun in
his victim's face. The clerk then
handed over about $10 in loose change
and the "bad man" departed. A few
minutes later, u man who gave his
jin which our nationality inevitably
ir lirilimn Trt minr would have probably perished, or toVERY CORDIAL TO U. S. small money problem arising out of
the restriction of Silver circulation.name as Frank Miller and said he SECRETARY MLSm TO
STOP IN COLORADO
Id TllLLmll IU ADlUL ,Ilkp a IeKa! action of defence and pub- -
!lic nea,',u, waiving for a brief time so-B-
ACTION OF CONGRESS !calUd l0Inl1'"' representation and ap-
pealing to the people to come before
'AT RIP RFPFPTIDM !Pre8'(lt?1t Huerta today issued a proo-jfl- lDill nLuLlllUn tarnation permitting banks of issue to
came here from Colorado Springs, was
arrested. The police say he con-
fessed the robbery.
order that they mightthe polls, in
express their
desire,
ultimate and sovereign Denver, Nov. 20. The committee of
the Denver chamber of commerce
POSTPONE DATE OF
REPORTING TO SATURDAY.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 20. The
eyes of official Washington were turn-
ed today on the Mexican congress and j
Huerta's message on his recent as-- 1
put out one and two peso bills. The
smallest bill hitherto in circulation
jhas been five pesos.
' One of the last acts of Provisional
President Huerta as dictator, before
the new congress places a restriction
on his powers, was an edict today
making a sweeping increase in the in
"It is impossible to hesitate before '.which has made efforts to settle the
Washington, D. C, Nov. 2U. "The
full text of Huerta's message to the
.Mexican congress, which he will read
in person at ti o'clock this evening, is
as follows:
"In accordance with the constitu-
tional provisions relative to the mat- -
such a situation, the executive adopted southern Colorado coal mine strike,
the extreme measure and dissolved
congress, employing for this purpose
Just the necessary amount of energy
announced today that it had given up
the attempt. The. committee met this
morning separately representatives of
the coal operators and the miners.
The operators said they would con-
cede everything except recognition of
Washington, D. C, Nov. 2ft. The
administration currency bill will be re-
ported to the senate by Saturday by
the banking committee. The oppos-
ing factions met today and agreed to
submit divided reports, one signed by
Chairmau Owen and the administra-
tion Democrats, and another signed by
Senator Hitchcock, and the five
ter, it is the duty of the chief execu- - to face so delicate a condition, and
tlve to inform the congress of the the people to new elections,
Mexico City. Mex., Nov. 20. It was
regarded here today as not entirely
impossible that Provisional President
Huerta, after having put through the
ratification of the new congress, re-
lieved himself from the danger of be-
ing called to account for his acts by
sojne future administration, might be
brought to the point of self elimina-
tion through the efforts of the foreign
powers supporting the United States
government.
It was not generally expected today
that Huerta, on the convening of the
new Mexican congress at 6 o'clock
this evening, would encounter much
ternal taxes of Mexico. The stamp
tax, which requires a revenue stamp
on checks, receipts, contracts and all
documents of a public nature, was
doubled. The tax ou tobacco, alcohol
and crude petroleum was heavily
tion twice every year of the status ot jwherefrom your Investiture, Messrs
public affairs, these reports corre-- 1 Representatives, proceeds. The exe- -
spoiidiug to the two solemn openings cutive has not the slightest doubt
that before a serene criterion, consti'of the regular sessions of your duties.
"This provision having been com-
plied with by means of the extensive
tutiona.1 order was not Interrupted
when congress was dissolved, but at
the union, and that If the strike were
settled without this recognition, all
the men would be ex-
cept those directly implicated In
The miners said they
would not settle the strike without
recognition of the union.
Word was received by Governor H.
Situation Improves. the precise moment in which a seriesVera Cruz, Nov. 20. Only a small 'reports I read in thiB chamber on
of Infractions against the province ofparty of refugees from Mexico City
sumption of dictatorial powers. The
possibility that the new congress
might act ou concessions discredited
In advance by the United States was
thought in many quarters to be a
pivot on which the next move by this
, government might turn. Those who
have been of the opinion that Huerta
would retire after his acts had been
ratified by the congress, still held con-
fidence in their theory. So far as can
be learned, the American government
means to continue its plan of financial
blockade with diplomatic pressure
from without.
The closing feature of Huerta's
message, in which, after proposing the
sanction of congress, he added that if
this was withheld and authority en-
trusted to another he and his min-
isters were agreed in advance to ac-
cept such a result, waB regarded with
some significance as if indicating that
Huerta himself was at last recogniz-
ing the possibilities of his own elimi-
nation.
oC the obstructionist tactics which arrived here today. They reported action of tho other two powers be-
gan. Even if such was not the case, M. Amnions today that President Wil
September 1(1 last, and as it happened
at the time that the first of April was
far ahead, at which time the govern-
ment should once more bring to your
attention the status of tne national
situation, it can now be understood
though it is, it shall always appear,
ALBUQUERQUE NOW S
X HAS 1000 ON WARPATH X
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 20.
X General Hugh H. Scott is expec- - X
ted in Albuquerque this evening
and will leave at once for Gal- - X
lup, accompanied by United
characterized the last congress, as the that the feeling of apprehension there
new deputies were known to be In was rapidly subsiding,
sympathy with his policies. On their as a high and noble motive, preferable
son had instructed Secretary of Labor
W. B. Wilson to stop in Denver on his
return from the Pacific coast where A
meeting, General Huerta, It was as- - Porfirio's Murdered. under any circumstances to save
na-
tions even though principals may suf-
fer and not to maintain Intact at the
he has been attending the Americansumed. would automatically forefeit rarls, Nov. 20. Oeneral Porfirio that this brief message cannot be so
the powers which he has piax today received a dispatch from extensive as the other documents, but Federation of Labor convention. Pre-
viously a request had been sent byexpense of the life of the country, j
Governor Amnions asking that the sec
S States Deputy Marshal Galusha.
At Gallup Indian scouts will be X
X engaged to conduct the military
V expedition on the e over--
provisions of a rigid and inanimate
character, whose justice and useful
enjoyed since the dissolution of tho jMexlco continuing news dispatches of that It should be limited to giving you
two houses early last month. One of jtne murder orhis Francisco jan account of the political events
the first steps the new congress was
' Rincon Galardo, who was killed on a which have taken place since October
expected to take, was the ratification farm near Asuas Calientes by two 10th last to this significant date, in
in its entirety of the chief executive's !bandits on November K, Galardo mar-- (which, by virtue of the solemn prom-act- s
as dictator and that the two
'
ried 'Diaz'a second daughter. ise I have made before the nation and
houses would be asked to do this was the world, the country is resuming its
X land trip to Beautiful Mountain,
X where Navajos, nowr estimated to X
t number 1000, are defying the In- -
retary stop here In connection with
the Colorado coal strike.
Secretary Wilson left San Fran-
cisco late yesterday over the South-
ern Pacific and Is scheduled to arrive
In Denver at 11:30 o'clock tomorrow
morning.
Some officials . declared there was
t o new move in prospect for the im-
mediate future. It was also said that plainly
indicated in his message course under the straight and iiiflex- -
ness may yet be the subject of dis-
cussion, because. In fine, the words
of the great Bonaparte that the law is
not violated when the country is sav-
ed, shall always be true.
"Congress having been dissolved,
and in the absence of this important
organ of the government from that
date until the assembling of the new
chambers, It became necessary to de- -
dian authorities. The two troops
of the Twelfth Cavalry are not
X expected to reach Gallup before tiiem 'ible provisions of the fundamental
no instructions of a final character !1 next Sunday.
ROSWELL SCENE OF
ANOTHER BAD
The securing of this ratification of
Lis acts is currently reported to havehad gone forth to Charge O'Shaugh-
- Vnited st.lt. Mll .
charter of the republic and this with-
in such a peremptory time necessarily
so sets in relief before persons not
actuated hv nassinn the ItwliKiinliitileHudspeth,
who was in Albuquer- -nessy.
The departure of William Bayard
Hale from Nogales, after parleying
with the constitutionalists, was als'j
To Have Military Commission.
Trinidad, Colo., Nov. 20. A mili-
tary commission, which will have jur-
isdiction over all cases, charging law
violation in connection with the coal
strike, will be Instituted within a few
days. This statement was issued this
que last night on his way from It
Santa Fe to El Paso, detailed Dep- - X
uty Marshal Galusha to aceom- -
good faith and the unexcelled good!cree extraordinary powers. Under
will with which the government of similar circumstances, the great Benl-th- e
nation has been makiuir efforts to!" 3 lo"K governed under the re- -
gime of extraordinary powers. There- -reinstate the supremacy of peace and
the law in the midst of conditions
been one of the reasons why General
Huerta so
.obstinately opposed the
pressure brought to bear on him by
the United States and other nations
to withdraw and efface himself. The
provisional president is said by those
believed to be in a position to know,
to have been persuaded that he must
resign and to have named Manuel
Garza AJdage, .farmer minister of ttee
interior as the man he desired to
fore, it does not seem excessive that imorning at military headquarters fol
said to be a factor In the delay. It pany General Hugh I,. Scott to X
was regarded as possible that officials the Navajo reservation. The X
here would await Mr. Hale's return to marshal's selection of Galusha to X
gain ftret, hand information before x go with General Scott was influ- -
making another move. enced by the fact that he is fam- - St
lowing a conference between General
KILLING
CHARLES TALBERU RANCH HAND,
SHOT AND KILLED BY SUMMERS
F. MARSHALL, BECAUSE OF AL-
LEGED ATTENTIONS OF TAL6ERT
TO MARSHALL'S WIFE.
m? government may have resorted towhich, without false modesty, are of
the character sufficient to discourage ,hHm in view of tl,e lack ot tl,e U'gls"
the strongest decision, if such is not lla,ive Pwer but the national d
wntation will not fad to observe howby a great faith in the law,
'moderate has been the action of thein justice and in the welfare of the
John Chase, judge-advocat- Major E.
J. Botighton and Deputy Attorney Gen-
eral Franols E. Bouck. Jhe meeting
was also attended by several other
St iliar with every foot of the Na-I- S
St vajo country.
St S St X V St executive in not decreeing nor exer- - staff officers.country.
"The embodiment of cising them except with reference toour political
Rebels ielebrate?
El Paso, Texas,-Nov- . 20. This be-
ing the third anniversary of the open-
ing of the Madero revolt, the rebel
leaders postponed sending troops
south out of Juarez. All remained in
the recently captured city and cele
structure having as a basis a perfect
equilibrium between the three pow-
ers by meaus of which the people ex
ONE RENEGADE GIVES
UP OTHERS DISCOURAGED.
Farmington, N. M., Nov. 20. Con-- !
tinned rain for the last twenty-fou- r
hours had rendered the position of
succeed him, when the insistence of
John Lind, the personal representa-
tive of President Wilson, on the aboli-
tion of the new congress, caused him
tr change his attitude and reject the
idea of resigning.
Up to the moment of the last rep-
resentation made to him by John
Lind, the friends of the provisional
piesident, say he frequently eulogized
ercise its sovereignty, it can be easiljbrated.
understood to that extent of difficult
hacienda, gobernaclon and war; that
Is to say, in those branches in which
its action was absolutely indispensi-Ible- .
"This would seem as a propituous
moment to give you an account of the
use made of the above powers; but
inasmuch as it Is the purpose of this
i the recalcitrant Navajo Indians en INQUEST IS BEING
HELD THIS AFTERNOON
Incidentally the gambling games
profited. A few more rebel soldiers
Major Boughton will be at the head
of the commission and Major C. C.
Townsend and Captain Edwin Smith
will' act. as assistants.
Seven men, selected by General
Chase will constitute the commission.
I'etty ilaw violators will be turned over
to the civil authorities. Persons con-
victed of serious offenses will be ac-
corded speedy trials and those convic-
ted will be sent to Canon City pend-
ing the final disposition of their cases
by the civil courts, after the strike is
over.
camped on Beautiful mountains near we could be dragged by the least in-
terruption or alteration of this equilk
briura.came
In from the south to replenish Shlprock ageiicy very trying and had
Senor Aldage as one of the most ) The trainers of the constitution, Ull- - t,, T olic.ll InRoswell, N.. M.( Nov. 20. Charlesworthy to be head of the Mexican gov derstanding this to be the mark--case, H1B Hme Mnrt ,,.. RPI)!U.at.e distribuernment, and he appeared to look B. Talbert, a ranch hand of this city,
was killed shortly, before noon today
In the barroom of a local hotel by
tion give you an itemized account of
their ammunition and clothing supply cooled materially the ardor of their
it was explained and be sent back sympathizers. These conditions also
south. All are to be brought to Juar-- 1 gave encouragement to agency offl-e-
it was further stated, and given cials who have been trying to secure
ammunition and clothes, but others ja settlement without bloodshed. The
would be sent south to replace them hope was expressed today that with
in the field. Whether they will have continued unfavorable w eather would
tn defend themselves from a federal cause the Indians to weaken in their
with some degree of equanimity on ed for each power the province
of
their proper and legitimate action in the use mude of them by the executhe idea of turning over the presi-
dency to him. order that by remaining invariably f tho tw if vn finrt Ms, PSummers F. 'Marshall, a carpenter. It
The marked manner in which Provi is understood the two men had quar- - oeiweeu me uuea iimineu iui eai;u "i:(fon UBefui, honest and patriotic you
reled over attentions which Talbert, a Item, perfect harmony of the whole j h ula-- affortj him vour supreme sanc- -sional President Huerta displayed his
President Interested.
Washington, D. C, Nov. .20. Presi-
dent Wilson is giving serious consid-
eration to the many questions Involved
avowed determination to fight, if any single man, had shown to Mrs. woiuu ne preserver ine very mo-- ; tjon and ln case that vou are of a Qif.
ment that any of the three powe :i ferent opinioni you should lay the re- -
advance from Chihuahua or whether
they will have to go south to attack
Chihuahua, the rebel leaders do not Talbert and Marshall were seen in
cordiality toward Nelson O'Shaugh-nessy- ,
the American charge d'affaires,
and the way in which he applauded
the playing of the "Star Spangled
Banner" at yesterday's reception in
know. They near tnat me reuerais each others company several times
this morning. After separating, the
snouiu go neyona me Dounuanes limit-
ing their activity, the province of ac-
tion, of the others would necessarily
be invited, the equilibrium would be
disturbed and constitutional functions
sponsibllities on him who may de-
serve them, with the assurance that
the chief executive, as well as his sec-
retaries, shall make no efforts to
evade them, as they have all accepted
attempt was made to capture the sev-
en braves wanted by the U. S. court
in New Mexico.
Another hopeful significance was
the action of one of the accused In-
dians today In surrendering to Indian
Agent W. T. Shelton at Shlprock. The
brave was confined In thecounty jail
awaiting orders from U. S., marshal,
A. H. Hudspeth, at Santa Fe.- - V'.
Chaupultepec castle, were subjects of two met again in the saloon and with-
nut a word Marshall ooened fire on
in the Colorado coal strike, with a
view to settlement through federal
agencies.
Representative Keating of Colorado,
had a
.long talk with the president
today and presented several telegrams
urging a federal Investigation. Sena-
tors Shafroth and Thomas have asked
the president if there was not some
way by which the board of mediation
much comment today. Although the
(Continued on page eight).
Talbert with a shot gun, killing him would be altered, thus menacing the
instantly. Marshall waB arrested with-- '"a itself of the political state; and
out resistance and the inquest is ou!un,ess tne trespassing power be
this afternoon. brought without delay to Its exclusive
j province of action, it provokes from
are advancing on them and tney near
also that the federals have all hasten-
ed back to their fortifications at Chi-
huahua.
Aid for Pearson's Aked.
London, Nov. 20 The United States
embassy in London acting on the per-
sonal request of Lord Cowdray, cabled
to Washington today asking the Amer-
ican government to extend its protec
could interpose its good offices. Mr.FEDERAL RAILROAD IS
URGED BY LANE
THE DAY IN CONGRESS
entire diplomatic corps was present.
General Huerta did not converse at
length with any of the diplomats ex-
cept Mr. O'Shaughnessy, with whom
he spoke privately for a quarter of an
hour.
The provisional president appeared
to be in high spirits while he was in-
forming Mr. O'Shaughnessy of the
substance of the message he was
about to deliver to the new congress
and telling him that he would send a
copy to the American embassy in ad-
vance of its delivery.
the other powers a defensive action,
the vigor of which is and must be pro-
portional to the gravity of frequency
of the infractions a reaction which
becomes necessary and salutory be
Keating urged that the department of
labor endeavor to compose the situa-
tion. Secretary Wilson on his re-
turn from the Pacific coast, will stop
in Colorado to discuss the strike with
PREDICTS WONDERFUL DEVELOPMENT IN. both sides.
INTERVENTION NOT TO
BE THOUGHT OF
SO SAYS DR. WINTER IN DISCUSSION ON
FUNDAMENTAL CAUSES OF PRESENT
SITUATION IN MEXICO BETTER ERA
IS COMING, HE SAYS.
Senate.
Met at noon.
. Foreign- relations committee met.
President Wilson sent In many dip-
lomatic and consular nominations,
among them that of Henry M. Pindell
to be ambassador to Russia.
ALASKA IF GOVERNMENT SHOULD Mr. Keating said as he left the
RAILROADS THERE-WA- TER resolution for a federal InvestigationBUILD
At the same time Senora Huerta POWER QUESTION STILL A LIVE ONE, !by a congressional committee of
five.
cause without it the constitutional or-
ganization would definitely disappear.
This situation, the gravity ot which
cannot escape the wisdom of the rep-
resentatives I am addressing, appear-
ed before the country and the govern-
ment under my direction since the last
days of September, and its character
was so intense and alarming from the
beginning that the course of events
could easily be forecast.
tion to the imperilled interests in
Mexico ot the Pearson concern.
Lord Cowdray declares that the
presence of United States battleships
at Tampico had a salutary effect in
the preventing of the destruction of
property of the concern and that he
would appreciate a continuation of
such protection. Lord Cowdray also
asked Ambassador Page to convey to
Washington his denial of having ex-
tended financial or other assistance to
Huerta.
Jap Cruiser Sails.
Yokosaka, Japan, Nov. 20. The
Japanese cruiser Izumo sailed for
Mexico early this morning.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 20 Vic-- ! iyilMrAiWIQ CT"ATFtcry for the advocates of strict federal rlnllUfllTIU9
control of waterpower grants was j AUDITOR AND
Diacticaily' assured today in the na--j MAUC UIM CfS?fcl
showed great cordiality in her recep- - Senator Thomas spoke endorsing
tion of MrB. O'Shaughnessy. Winston Churchill's proposed naval
The reception was on a very elabor holiday,
ate scale and the rooms were profuse-- ! Senator Hoke Smith Introduced a
ly decorated with flowers. The re ;blll to appropriate $2,000,000 a year
freshments alone are said to have for post roads in conjunction with
amounted to $20,000. states. Adjourned at 2:29 to noon
Mexican flags were hoisted over all Saturday,
the public buildings at daylight and House,
arrangements were made for the firing Mot at noon and adjourned at 1:07
of the usual presidential salute at the! p. m., until Friday.
"I refer to the attitude which is per-- , tir,nal conservation congress when the j in 111. I WIWI1
haps fresh in the memory of all Mexi-- 1 regoiutions committee determined that
leans, principally of the house of repre-iccngres- yesterdav had taken the Denver, Colo., Nov. 20. The state
sentatives, which, in front of the other waterpower question out of its hands. supreme court this afternoon granted
itwo powers but preferably against the Tne nlaj0Htv and minority reports of the petition of Governor Amnions for
Washington, D. C, Nov. 20. "Arm-
ed intervention should not even be
thought of by the United States," de-
clared Dr. Nevin O. Winter, author of
several books of Mexico, in addressing
the Clark university conference of
Latin-Americ- a today on the "funda-
mental causes of the present situation
in Mexico."
"From a standpoint ot dollars and
cents," he added, "it would be cheap
the waternower committee, the latter: a writ of mandamus to compel Stateexecutive, whose action, so urgently
fathered bv Ginord Pinchot and form- - Auditor Roady Keuehan to sign cer- -ar.d decisively needed at this moment
AZAN.Y qHRE DECEIVED cRBOUT itne foresaid assembly endeavored to jer Secretary of War Stimson, now will j ticates of indeteduess to cover the ex- -
prevent aim uenau u, OJt,.c.i...v...J. he returned to me convention lur nuuTRACfJtiOAlA, oAlO DR. lAJyJx (JO. There being nothing to dissuade its du.p0sition. The vote by states yes- - guard in the coal strike zone.er for Uncle Sam to reimburse all loss
es sustained by Americans than to in
cur the expenses that intervention
ai purposes, notwunstanci-- ; terday on the preliminary report cans- - i ne enure court parucipaieu iu m
ir.g that to embarrass the action of the--, e.j cilampi0ns of federal as opposed to opinion, iu which all the contentions
executive meant to place in danger Btate cntrol to expression of confi- - of the state were upheld. The writ otI will admit, however, that in"1 have studied that dreaded eye dis-- 1 skies
rvv.,t tho riicooaa la hjio.cj t ho the 1 fe of the country nseii. j ne denett that the reDort would be adopt- - maiiuHuius uwuc jiacmip, .fore-- the auditor ordered to issue the cer- -;., mfinv tn ihn trrifl cutive was not lacking in the d
which sets up an inflammation that is sight mentioned above, but rather uu-- , secretary Laiie, addressing the con-- ! tiheates ot indebtedness without fur- -ther delay.
Disintegrating Says Wilson.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 20. Presi-
dent Wilson, it became known today,
interprets the situation in Mexico
City to indicate that the Huerta gov-
ernment is disintegrating and that
Huerta eventually will be eliminated.
The president said no summary In-
structions had been sent to Charge
O'Shaughnessy and that no positive
steps or actions not already published
had been taken. The first official in-
terpretation of the parleys at No-gal-
between William Bayard Hale
and the constitutionalists also came
from the white house. The president
said Hale had gone to Nogales mere-
ly to Inform himself about the pur-
poses of the constitutionalists and
their character. Mr. Wilson made it
plain there was nothing so formal as
negotiations, no plan of action was
debated, no names of provisional suc-
cessors to Huerta were suggested nor
taken up, but that the Washington
government simply wanted to .have,
through Mr, Hale, some means ot
knowing something about the con-
stitutionalists and their aims.
neglected. The disease also Is caught derstanding at once the results or me gless, urged government ownership of
by sleeping on the floors and getting jrule of action adopted by the house, rEiiwayB m Alaska, and predicted won-th- e
germ Into the eye, and by general all care was taken to avoid conflicts j oerfui development there,
uncleanliness. j and to preserve a perfect "instead of giving land grants in
"We see many pitiful cases at the with the legislative power without j Alaska to railroad companies to build
immigrant office In New York. My which all the efforts of the govern-
-
tjie railroads," said Secretary Lane,
observations made in Cairo, Egypt. ment would be Impracticable. j
-- the government ought to build the
Droved to me that the disease is Dre-- 1 "The executive relinquished its railroads, and we as the government,
In answer and in the oral argu-
ments of his counsel. Auditor Kene-ha- n
had made it a principal conten-
tion that there was money in the gen-
eral fund of the state from which the
expenses incurred by the militia could
be paid. The court declares that the
would involve."
"The present disturbed condition in
Mexico is probably the final transition
the dawn of a new era. The paroxysmB
now shaking the country in rebellions
and treachery mean the recovery of
Mexico ultimately to peace and pros-
perity. A strong man must arise, a
leader of enough force of character to
draw the people to him and awe any
opposing chieftain who may wish to
create trouble for his own personal
aggrandisement."
Mr. Winter compared present con-
ditions to past methods of government
in Mexico, the great estates held by
the wealthy and to the system of peon-
age. He said that nearly everything
complained of by the Mexicans them-
selves and criticized by people of oth-
er nations "can be traced either to
heredity or environment."
ease, trachoma studied it ln ifigypt
and observed it in the large ciiies ot
t'iis country. I do not believe the
trachoma stories I have heard about
S.mta Fe. I think the disease is rath-
er rare here."
So said Dr. T. F. Tannus, a special-
ist from Chicago, who was graduated
from the University of Illinois. He
studied several years in Germany and
England.
"I intend to locate here,' said the
doctor, "and I believe that any man
ought to be happy to live in Santa Fe."
The physician said that ' he had
heard the reports spread by a certain
person, some timg ago, that there was
lets of trachoma in and around this
city. "Trachoma is quite a different
story from an inflammation of the eye
due to dust or the glare of bright
rights and prerogatives on more than! should take the land grants to our- - general funds are appropriated- for
one occasion and employed repeatedly selves.'
valent there. I have no doubt there
are cases tn some of our large cities.
They should receive prompt atten tentative efforts to obtain closer rela-
ting hetweon the two powers, whichtion."
specific purposes and that it is not
available for use in emergencies not
foreseen by the legislature. The
opinion then goes on to show how by
acting along the lines suggested by
Kenehan, the state might exhaust its
general fund and leave no money for
the uses for which the fund was ap-
propriated. , ,
Dr. Tannus said that the climate every day became more difficult,
here Is so good that it should be an "The house, on account of the y
matter to keep in good health, semblage ot certain elements, became
"nut If von eet a Httln diiHt In vnur
'
n fnens of insurrection, a bare faced
JURY OUT YET IN
TRIAL OF MRS. WIER.
Cheyenne, Wyo., Nov. 20. The jury
in the trial of Mrs. Mildred Wier on
the charge of stealing gowns from
Mrs. J. S. Cecil, had not reported at
1:30 this afternoon.
agency of the rebels, who on our
northern frontier have devoted their
eye don't think you have trachoma,"
he said laughing.
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GIRLS! THICKEN AND
BEAUTIFY YOUR HAIR Can't Help But
Admire Babies
Every Woman Casts Loving Glance at
the Nestling Cuddled in its Bonnet.
A woman's heart naturally responds tothe charm Rod sweetness of a prelty. child,and more so y than ever before sines
the advent of Mother's Friend.
EGG PRODUCERS
Green Cut Bone and Meat, $3.50 per cwt.
Oyster Shells, .... $2.50 " "
Meat Scraps, .... $ .05 " lb.
Ground Charcoal, . . . $ .03 " 44
Poultry and Stock FoodComposed ) ff flC nQr rw4
of Corn, Bran, Oats and Alfalfa, $l.7d pfcl IVY I.
GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE
Bring Back Its Gloss, Lustre, Charm
and Get Rid of Dandruff Try
the Moist Cloth.
To be possessed or a head of heavy,
beautiful hair; soft, lustrous, fluffy,
wavy and free from dandruff is mere-
ly a matter of using a little Dander-ine- .
It is easy aud Inexpensive to have
nice, soft hair and lots of It. Just
get a 25 cent bottle of Knowiton's
WHO'S WHO AND
WHY AT WHITE
HOUSE
"PARING" OF WASHINGTON'S "400"
FOR JESSIE WILSON'S WEDDING
IS MAKING SOCIETY LEADERS,
SENATORS AND CONGRESSMEN
SIT UP AND TAKE NOTICE.
TRY THESE - THEY WILL PLEASE YOU
FRESH OYSTERS,
COVE OYSTERS,
OYSTER COCKTAIL SAUCE,
SWEET RED PIM1ENTOES,
WALKER'S RED HAT TOMATOES,
DYER'S BAKED BEANS,
ORTEGA'S PEELED GREEN CHILI
AND NEW COMB HONEY.
Danderlne now all drug stores rec
ommend it apply a little as directed
This Is a most wonderful external helpto the muscles and tendons. It penetrates
the tissues, makes them pliant to readily
and within ten minutes there will be
jan appearance of abundance; fresh-Iness- ,
fluffiness aud an incomparable
gloss and lustre, and try as you will
iyou cannot find a trace of drandruff or
falling hair; but your real surprise
will be after about, two weeks' use,
when you will see new hair fine and
Jiem to uuiureB ueiuuna mr expansion,
By HELEN RAXDALL.WINTER GROCERY GO. so mere is no longer a perioa or pain, dls- -comfort, straining, nausea or other symp- -toms so often distressing during the anxious(Staff Correspondence).
Washington. . C, Nov. 20- - -- i. nag-- v. eens or expectancy.
Of the Mother's Friend prepares the system fornew Irined at the wholesale "paring"downy at first yes but reallyhaiV sprouting out all over ' list of invitations to the wedding of Itt, rest and repose during the term. ThisZFHOIDTE 40. TpssIp U"BI marscu innuence upon tue DttDy,the presidents daughter, .viiss in(v lt thuB mherlt8 a Bpej(Ud growmgscalp Danderine is, we believe, theonly sure hair grower; destroyer of V OUUrUW n UBOU, IU riaHt-II- UUW .jai.u. v. ...r, aim uiKiraute lllUCLlOn.
wlii,,.-r,- n of. I ,uu i'srucumriY io young p utnei-- is tnisSayre, Novemberdandruff and cure for Itchy scalp, andit never fails to stop falling hair at r nous remedy of Inestimable value. 16fieialdom is distractedly asking itself N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
cables her to preserve her health and
frength, and she remains a pretly motherly having avoided all the suffering and
once.
' Who's Who and Why" in the goodIf you want to prove how pretty and Tsoft your bair really is, moisten a cloth i.juger mar. wouia otnerwise aeeompanys i'h an occasion. Mother's Friend thor- -
slily lubricates every nerve, tendon and
: 'iKcle Involved and Is a sure preventive
graces of the white house. So much
dissension has been sown in the dis-
tribution of the Invitations that it
threatens to affect seriously the cor- -
ODS, Electricity plays a most impor-
tant part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- -
(with a little Danderine and carefully
jdraw it through your hair taking one
(small strand at a time. Your hair will diajity usually existing between the
white house and the leaders of the home and why all this light? Toera
Vou will llnd this splendid remedy on
sale at all drug stores at ft.OO a bottle,
and is highly recommended for the purpose.Write Rradfleld Regulator Co., 134 Uimar
Hldg., Atlanta, !a., aud they will mall you
sealed, a very Instructive book for expec-ta-
mothers,
be soft, glossy and beautiful in just
a few moments a delightful surprise
awaits everyone who tries this. senate and the house.
CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.
oal KffWA'iE Wood
SWASTIKA LUMP FACTORY WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP SAWED WOOD
STEAM COAL CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
About four hundred Invitations have
been issued; less than two hundred of
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes Is very much to be
desired.
these have gone out in Washington ; rans have all been bidden and will
and disappointment is as general as come. New bedrooms have been ar--
it would be among the youngsters if ranged In the White House attic for
the commission
government for
city of oeming Santa Clans should decide to omit his the younger members of the clan!annual visit. And notable among the guests will be
Congress and Mrs. Congress conn !Mrs- - Sayre, the mother of the bride- -Deming, X. M Nov. 20. The regu-la- i
meeting of the Commonwealth
club was held at the Harvey hotel
Monday evening. The afterdinner
dently expected to be asked. Demo Broom.
cratic wheelhorsea who have brnr ' cUTC 7AA DWIMitthe heat and burden of many a hoi OnUU I O CUU-rUUN- U
campaign before the party came into ELK! FINE $200oratory being confined to the subject POWERDENVER & RIO GRANDE RAILROAD CO.MISSOURI-PACIF- IC RAILWAY CO. Jiuwwi uuu muugiii menisci C Viuo.of a "commisisou'' form of govern-ment for Deming. A very able andexhaustive paper on the subject was to the white house" are disgruntledthat ttiav opa rtrti oninn a iho cmpalP Lewiston, Pa., Nov. 20. A monsterTHE p. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN & SOUTHERN C0.C3
(WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.
presented by Mr. Lee O. Lester, for-
merly county clerk of I.una county,
who has made a very exhaustive study
at this most interesting wedding. Ac "eigning rou pounus was Kinea at
";e borders of Seven Mountains, nearfor the smalltown dressmakers with
whom orders had been placed for js'erv f. to'Dayton Aikens.mistok it for deer.gowns to wear at the wedding-th- ey ucla'ms a 'OTHINQ IS QUITE SO CONVEN
have developed nervous prostration a ;r "B lne anlmaj.
the canceling of these orders at the l
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook yourAikens went before iiiHtlne nf thoeleventh hour.
Only three members of the house of
of the subject. The discussion of the
paper consumed several hours, and
the concensus of opinion was that
there was much to be commended in
the commission form of government.
Deming, however, has practically a
commission form of government, as
the tickets nominated here are never
of a partisan character, and the can
representatives have been asked. The
jeace and furnished bond for the $200
fine he will have to pay for trilling
protected game. His father was the
informant, thus keeping half the fine
in the family.
Not for many years had an elk been
seen in Mifflin county, which is a hun-
ter's paradise. The animal was prob
are the Speaker of the House and
Mrs. Champ Clark; Representative
Oscar Underwood of Alabama, Demo
SHORTEST LINE TO
DrNVER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
Where Direct Connections are Made
FOR ALL EASTERN AND SOUTHERN POINTS
TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
will find every want anticipated in the modern high-cla- ss
service provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-Iro- n Mountain.
cratic floor leader, and Mrs. Under
Iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacu-
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat-
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night Estimates and full Infor-
mation cheeerfully given.
didates are never selected from any
portk-ula- portion of the city. Mr. wood, and Representative James II.Mann Of Illinois, leader of tho Repub
lican majority, and Mrs. Mann. AmonaLester's paper particular
commend-
ed the commission form of government
new in operation at Des Moines, Ia
bringing in incidentally the form of
ably driven by hunters from the state
game reservation in Centre county.
The carcass was presented to the
Lewiston hospital for the use of the
the senate leaders invitations are just
patients.
SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.THROUGH To Salt Lake City and Pacific CoastPoints Denver & Rio Grande-Wester- n
Pacific Rail wav-Th- e Roval
E
as scarce, although senators have
been less frank in discussing the mat-
ter. Members of the supreme court
have been invited and the heads of
embassies and legations.
Fear of the political consequences of
their exclusion has put Democratic
congressmen in a panic. They real-
ize that in many instances their fail
CHICHESTER SPILLS
BRAND. Xfor jLad eat Alb jmr VnmgtBMhsuutawa DiAmnnd Br
IMIIa In Bed and Void metallicN
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
Take no other. Uuw or roup wDraarsrliit. AskforCIIlireRreitftit a DIAMOND ft It AND PILLS, for Sfyears known as Best, Safest, Always KeltsMoure to receive invitations will be con
Gorge-Feath- er River Route, acknowledged to be the ScenicLine PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.
FOR INFORMATION AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON
WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A..
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,N. M.
government now in vogue at Galves-
ton and Houston, and has just been es-
tablished at Austin. A feature of the
dinner was that there sat at the table
as members of the club, gentlemen
from Colorado, Pennsylvania, Kansas,
New York, Michigan, Arkansas, Iowa,
Missouri, Kentucky one from England,
one from Canada, aud only one native
o New Mexico. The largest number
from any one state was from Michi-
gan, the Wolverine state having four
representatives at the dinner.
F. H. Slvrman and family, of Rolfe,
Iowa, a brother of Fred Sherman of
this city, has arrived in Deming and
has already purchased a flnj farn.
south of the city. As son as Mr. Sher
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHEREstrued as indicating that they are re-
garded as of little political or social
importance in Washington, and this,
MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers, 66-6- Day or Night Phone, I JO Main.
Next Door to Postoff ice.
more than all other considerations, is
worrying them badly. The realization
that the "folks back home" will be mor-
tified at the fact that he is looked upon
as a "small potato", is causing many a
congressman to lost his night's rest.
As for the women they were all
eagerness to attend the function andman can cuose up his extensive busi-
-
ness in Iowa he w ill make larger in- -' had spent much thought on the s
they were going to wear. NowC. L. vestments in this vicinity.
L. A. HUGHES,
President.
Majestic Cafe j
,s
THE SANITARY
SHORTORDERBESTflURflNT
REGULAR MEALS.
Open Day and Night, ij
Best Equipped, Most Modern.
Special Dinner Parties. I
ROMULO LOPEZ, PROP, f
SANTA FE, - - - NEW MEXICO.
POLLARD,
Secretary.
R. J. CRICHTON, .
Manager & Treasurer. J. O. Donaldson, of Miles, Texas, has jthey are gathered in the "ladies' par- -
arrived in Deming with a carload of lors" of local hotels and at the con-
gressional club an organization com-
posed of the wives and daughters of
senators and representatives and
CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
household goods and stock, and his
family are expected to arrive within a
few days. Mr. Donaldson took the
word of his former neighbors .in
Texas, R. L. Ferguson & Son, and
tearfully bewailing the of
their invitations.
The commonly accepted explanation
of the fewness of the invitations is
that no one would be asked who would
came here without personal investi-
gation. He will purchase a tract of
land in the vicinity of Deming and
begin immediate development.
Sam. T. Clark, Demings representa Telephone 9 WyininnnjmriruiniuinarxAriruuvruvn I 104 DON OASPER ST.
not have been invited had the father
of the bride remained a private citi-
zen.
Congressmen say this certainly does
not apply to the members of the dip
Lumber and Transfer Go.
(INCORPORATED)
HEADQITAILTBRS FOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Build-
ing Materials of Every Description.
lomatic corps, not one of whom en--
tive on the San Diego exposition com-
mission for New Mexico, is busily en-
gaged getting photographs of irriga-t'p-n
and agricultural scenes that will
be made into slides and exhibited in
the New Mexico building at the expo-
sition.
S. S. Carroll, assistant state engi
joys the personal friendship of the
bride or groom. The heads of the
diplomatic corps have been asked sole-
ly because a failure to invite them
would be construed abroad as a breachneer of New Mexico, is weiring a large
number of wells in all directions from of international courtesy and would
ASK FOR TICKETS SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific
Coast, via NEW MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
Deming, and will ascertain for the inevitably create international hard
state the precise cost of raising all feeling. But if personal friendship
kinds of crops that the state may could be waived in one instance why
AGENTS fthe FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE
SKJ? Your Business Solicited,
make an authoritative report upon
conditions in the valley. He Is weir-
ing wells of all sizes and will furnish
the chamber of commerce authentic
statemen tof his labors. The farmers
are all very glad indeed to have the
amount of water they are pumping ac-
curately measured, and are assisting
the engineer in every way possible to
obtain the facts.
not in another? ask the disgruntled
ones.
Some explain that the East Room
would not be large enongh to hold all
officialdom. This historic chamber,
where Abigail Adams, the first presi-
dent's wife who ever presided over
the present executive mansion, used to
hang out the family wash, accommoda-
ted more than 1000 guests at the wed- -
H (, nf Mloa A linn TJ ..1 n Tnn.
East
FRESH
NEW YORK;
BUCKWHEAT
FLOUR
THE REAL ARTICLE!
NO COMPOUND!
ALSO
A full line of Pure
Maple Syrup
and
Cane Syrup to spread
Phone 100 and 35 W. Foot of Montezuma Ave.
Best iSiHorEngineer G. E. Coxe, of the Chino resentative Nicholas Longworth.n 4...
.m7': J, A, t , The majority of the wedding guests West
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
Tt b comparatively Btrangers inthe Mining and Milling Wa8hington. charIe8 j Hughes, Jr.,of Deming, which ,s mostcompany
'
who wjJ fee one f h ughfavorable to the property consist ng Ju8tice Hugheg of fheof Wo acres of land in the bromide Lourti while Vr wilfred T Grenfe
mining district of Sierra county. the middIe.aged medica missionaryAmong other things 18 assays were who wU, act aB begt m hag
made that varied In value from $00 to ie,,lr(1, hpre A hoa hoo
R0SWELL, NEW MEXICO. For Rates and Full Information, Address
EUGENE FOX, G. F. & P. Agt, El Paso, Texas.on the
Delicious Cakes
it makes!
$264 per ton in gold and silver. Among entertained
other things the engineers says: "The Residential society in Washington,work already done has proven beyond ;among whom the pre8ident.s familythe location of the inquestion ore. have f(JW amliationgf ia le88 8llrpri8edfact many tons have already been n8ag generaj exclusion from the wed- -
lancn uiil miu eApuaeu ill .ue
""'iding, although full Of good will forings." Concluding the report the engi- - jthe interesting young bride, whose few COMING.fneer says: i ne exceptionally guou appearances in Washington societygrade of ore, simplicity of treatment jnave been triumphs, Washlngtonians,and apparent large bodies when reach- - who iove a wedding, would have been
ea are an strong leaiurea in iw iavorimucn phased to attend the ceremony
and with intelligent, energetic and Much pralse has been given the Wil- -
'The West Point of Ine Southwest.
Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located In the beauutul Feoot
Vllej. 8,700 feet above sealevel,
sunsnlne tvery day. Open air
work throughout the entire
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEA L uch as cannot toe found
elaewnere la America. Four-
teen ofllceri and Instructor, all
gradaates from standard East-a-
colleges. Ten buXdlnfSi
modern in every respect.
Befenti :
E. A. C A HOOK, President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POX, Secretary.
W. A. FIN LAY.
e Tor particular! and illustrated eats-fse- .
address,
C0L.JAS. W.WILlSON.Supt.
WARNER'S
HOME-MAD- E BREAD,
PASTRY, CAKES, ETC.,
are handled exclusively by us
GET THE HABIT!
economic supervision a mine equalling ison family for the loyalty shown to
many in its illustrious predecessors their old friends The entire, wedriine
suuuiu oe ueveiuueu. party is composed of the friends ol
House days.
Every Ycman
In a few days we will open A FIRST-CLAS- S
STUDIO'flt 249 San Francisco Street'under the
personal supervision of Mr. Gray, Watch for
the opening announcement.
THE GRAYSTUDIO
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING PHOTOGRAPHER.
Santa Fe Albuquerque
In the gathering at the White House
the note of family affection and "clan"
loyalty will be the dominant note.
With that tenacious loyalty to the tieg
of blood, which everywhere distin-
guishes the southerner, the Wilsons
is Interested and should
know about the wonderful
Marvel J"5? THEssoucoe)
have bidden the many "cousins" whose GrocemoflemAsk ronrdranrlst forIt. II he cannot sup-
ply the MAKVBL,
relationship, however remote, entitle
them, in the minds of the household,
to a place in the festivities. Wilsons, s 2accept no oiner. nutsend stamp for book.
Hand Ca 44 E. 234 St. ILL IsVfWoodrows, Axsons, Howes and Coth- - tVwnnnnnniuuiniuijuuuinArui
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EXPLOSION OF OIL LAMP lhand and the explosion that followed
KILLS MOTHER AND CHILD, KPt fire to the tiothing of all three.
Clarinda, la., Nov. 20. Mrs. Bert Kepple seized the baby, carried it out
Kepple and her three year-ol- son, of the house and returned for bis
Donald, are dead, and Mr. Kepple is wife.
NOT PRIVATE INTEREST
BUT HUMANITY
MANY CITIES WANT
AMERICAN ROAD CONGRESS.
Fifteen of the leading cities of the
1'nited States are engaged in an inter-
esting race to capture the next Ameri-
can Koad congress, which combines
Birmingham, Ala. A. F. Willis suf-
fered greatly from asthma and bron-
chitis. He writes: "I got no relief
until I took Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound. It entirely removed those
choking sensations, and never failed
to produce an easy and comforiaiile
condition of the throat and lungs.
The Capital Pharmacy.
questions which agitate the nation
from time to time."
"Secure collective ownership of and
democratic management of all mines,
railroads and all other utilities upon
which people in common depend."
"Secure the building of all naval
vessels at the government yards.
"Prevent immigration into country
of people who would tend to lower the
standard of society and who are not
assimilatable."
the annual conventions of the Amer-
ican Highway association and the
seriously injured as the result of a As he Iried to smother the flames in
lamp explosion. j llis wjfe'B clothing lie was overcome
Mr. Kepple and Mrs. Kepple were and fell backward downstairs, break-- j
carrying a mattress upstairs. Mrs. ing an arm, a leg and a shoulder. The
Kepple was carrying a lamp and the mother and child were burned so
A. F. OF L. DELEGATES REFUTE CHARGES
OF SELFISHNESS BY INTRODUCING
MANY RESOLUTIONS FOR GENERAL
UPLIFT.
American Automobile association as
well as exhibits of the largest ma-
chinery and material manufacturers
and of the federal government.
Tin; cities contending for the next
congress are New York, Chicago, Kan- -
baby was creeping up the stairs after badly that they died within a few min- -
them. The mattress slipped and jutes. The house was scarcely scorch- -
'knocked the lamp from the mother's ed.
SANTA FE COUNTY
WILL SEND BIG
DELEGATION
FOUR SCORE TEACHERS, HIGH SCHOOL
MUSICIANS AND ATHLETES WILL
LEAVE IN SPECIAL CAR SUNDAY
AFTERNOON TO ATTEND CON-
VENTION IN DUXE CITY.
EDUCATORSINVITED
HERE IN 1914
ap-"Secure an increase of safety
pliances on all railroads."What Are
YOU Worth
Fmm the
Staff Special.
Seattle, Wash., Nov. 20. The Amer-- !
ican Federation of Labor, holding its
thirty-thir- annual convention here, is
BANISHED FROM
VASSAR ARE ALL
THE GIRLS PETS
LABOR CHIEFS HAVE "KEY TO SEATTLE" THIS
WEEK.
Isiis City, .Milwaukee, Minneapolis, De-- j
troit, St, Louis, Atlanta, Ga.; Denver,
Cincinnati, I'eorla, 111.; Rochester and
Buffalo, X. Y.; Louisville and New
Orleans.
Competition for next year's con-- ;
gress is unusually keen because It Is
realized that the city selected profits
not only in a commercial way, but
the benefit of the impetus to
good roads throughout the nearby ter
showing an intense interest in the wel-
fare of all the men, women and chil-
dren In the nation an interest not
sublimated at all by interest iu its
own personal welfare.
Most of the time of the convention
so far, indeed, has been utilized in lis
I'oughkeepsie, N. Y., Nov. 20. By
order of Louis P. Gillespie, general
superintendent of Vassal- - college, all
cats were banished from Vassar.
Cats have been a fad at Vassar thistening to speeches on how best toMP raise the standard of humanity year and the girls had scores of them.throughout this country.
Just how far the delegates repre-
senting 2,500,000 workers iu this coun- -
ritory. Detroit has put in a strong
big to be made the permanent, home
of the congress, but the directors feel
that other ;.pctions of the country
should have their chance.
New York sent representatives to
Detroit to secure the next congress,
but while no decision has yet been
Santa Fe county educators will send
a big delegation to the state teachers'
convention at Albuquerque.
County School Superintendent John
V. Conway stated today that there
will be 54 teachers from the county,
18 from tlie city, and many high
ranging from prize angoras lo plain
midnight powlers.
When the edict was issued banning
the pussies there was a great scurry-
ing about to find homes for them in
Raymond avenue, which runs near
the college, and indignation among
students was at the boiling point.
There were so many cats that the
nights were made hideous and the col-
lege authorities stood firm for their re-
moval. If any cats are kept on col
try are going in their efforts for the
betterment of the nation is shown by
'the resolutions which have been
brought before it.
Those who think organized labor is
a force bent on stirring up strife and
discontent w ill do well to ponder over
jthis list of 92 resolutions introduced
thus far. For 41 of them are for bet- -
school pupils in the glee club ami nth- - reached it is indicated that the race
letic clubs to swell the delegation. has narrowed down to Atlanta, Den- -
The teachers will leave Santa Fe in vpr and New Orleans,
a private car at 3:30 p. m. Sunday; ar- - Sim Francisco, Spokano and Los e
the Duke City at 7:30 p. m. where K(,t's ure campaigning vigorously to
they will be met by a committee and ls'1'0 "'f congress for 1915. the year
assigned quarters. of ,n0 Panama canal opening will be
on the Pacific coast.Sunday evening the teachers wlu jnbrated
lege hill now they will be carefullyter conditions.
Here are some of the most Import-hidde- and their owners will muffle
the feline mews.
attend church services and on Monday
It isestimnted that
the average man is
worth $2 a day from
the neck down what
3 he worth from the
neck up
That depends en-
tirely upon training.
If you are trained so
that you plan anddirect work you are
worth ten times as
' much as the man
who can work only
under orders.
The International
Correspond inc School!
go to the man who is
struggling along" on
small pay and say to
him, We will train
you for promotion
right where you are,
or we will qualify
you to take up a
more congenial line
of work at a much
higher salary."
Every month sev-
eral hundred stu-
dents voluntarily
report advancement
as the direct result
of I. C. S. training.
You need not leave
your present work,
or 3'our own home.Mark this coupon at
once and mail it.
Some of the girls were so atttachedj
to their pets that they led them about
on leashes. Not a few tears were
shed at the college today as result
of the order.
WOULD MAKE THEM
BETTER IF THEY COULD
The makers of Foley Kidney Pills
know that they have absolutely the
best combination of curative and heal-
ing medicines for kidney and bladder
ailments and urinary Irregularities
that it is possible to produce. That
is why Foley Kidney Pills are the best
medicine for the purpose you can buy.
;ant:
"Secure" uniform textbooks for
' schools In all states."
"Increase the supply of teachers so
' that present system of evercrowding
classes can be avoided and so more
individual attention may be given to
each pupil."
"Enable public school trustees to
borrow money on school bonds direct
jfrom postal savings trustees without
paying a commission to stock brokers,
as under the present system."
Ads. alwaysNew Mexican Want
bring results. Try it.
they will get down to convention work.
The Santa Fe county and city delega-
tion will remain in Albuquerque until
Thursday evening.
"We do not crave any honors In the
way of offices," said Mr. Conway.
"What we do want is that 1!I14 con-
vention anil all of our teachers will
make a big fight to get it.
"On the other hand, Santa Fe must
make up their minds to open their
homes to house these teachers who
will come from all over the state and
in such numbers that the hotels will
not be able to care for all of them."
Mr. and Mrs. Conway will accom
J The Capital Pharmacy.YOU'RE BILIOUS ANDCOSTIVE! CASCARETSSick Headache, Bad Breath, Sour
Stomach, Mean Liver and Bowels
Clogged Clean Up Tonight.
"Prevent insertion of Jokers Into,1
laws calling for recall, Initiative and
Work for toe New Mexican, it It
working for you, for Santa Fe sod
the new state.loieruiloMl correspondence schoolsJ Box 888, Scranton, Pa. f .Pta. etnlals. without further oblicrattoo on my
referendum."
"Prevent accidents in loading and
, part, ho. I can qm.lity loi lbs position, tiadc, OI , unloa(ljng of SllipS."1 profession before which 1 have marked X. . ' pany the delegation. Mr. Conway will
"Secure data on which to base assist Rupert F. Asplund to pin rib-
bons on delegates iu an effort to
arouse enthusiasm.
Jjplan for the prevention of industrial
accidents and diseases."
j "Prohibit the importation of con
Get a box now.
Furred Tongue, Bad Taste, Indiges-
tion, Sallow Skin and Miserable Head-
aches come from a torpid liver and
clogged bowels, which causs your
stomach to become filled with undi-
gested food, which sours and ferments
like garbage in a swill barrel. That's
the first step to untold misery
foul eases, bad breath, yellow
Electrical Wlreroan
Electrical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Mechanical Engineer
Telephone Expert
Stationary Engineer
Textile Manufacturing
Civil Engineer
Building Contractor
Architect
Concrete Construct'!!
Plumbing. Steam Eitt'g
Mine Foreman
Mine Superintendent
Automobile Running
Poultry Farming
Bookkeeper
Stenographer
Advertising Man
Show-Car- d Wriring
Window TrimmingCommerdsl llluatrat.
Industrial Designing
Architectural Drafts.
Cbemlat f Spanish
LanKuam J French
Banking 1 GermanCfvllServlcet"'lan
PAIN IN BACK AND RHEUMATISM.
Torment thousands of people daily.
Don't be one of these sufferers when
for so little cost you can get well rid
of Ihe cause. Foley Kidney Pills begin
their good work from the very first
vict-mad- e goods into United States."
"Secure the passage of the sea-
men's bill containing the provisions
for protection of life and property at
sea."
"Amend the election laws so as to
give the people a chance to vote for
or against all of the great national
skin, mental fears, everything that isName irrraa r ' A
Coffee
Coffee not packed in
aroma-tigh- t cans is never
(juito fresh and often quite
stale before yon get it.
Schilling's Best is pre-
served in its aroma, its
rich flavor, developed by
careful roasting, cannot be
lost or changed; nothing
can get in or out of that
package.
Choose he, ween never-fres- h
and evei frtssli ; the
one at yonr risk, the other
moneyback.
l ib," b and 2 cans;
cleanly granulated, ready for use.
St.&No..
tr.;..
Samuel Gompers, President of A. F.
of L., With the "Key to Seattle" in
His Hand; at His Side is John Mitch-
ell, Formerly Head of the United
Miners; Below Is U. S. Secretary of
Labor Wm. B. Wilson.
Sfnte. dose. They exert bo direct an action
on the kidneys and bladder that the
pain and torment of backache, rheu-
matism and kidney trouble is soon dis-
pelled. The Capital Pharmacy.
horrible and nauseating. A Cascaret
tonight will give your constipated
bowels a thorough cleansing and
straighten you out by morning. They
work while you sleep a box
from your druggist will keep you
feeling good for months. Millions of
men and women take a Cascaret now
and then to keep their stomach, liver
and bowels regulated, and never know
a miserable moment. Don't forget
the children their little insides need
a good, gentle cleansing, too.
WILLIS
BAUGHMAN
$100.00 REWARD
Will be given for his address
or evidence of his death.
S. K. BAUGHMAN, Oxford llotel.San Diego, Cal- -
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already print-
ed at the New Mexican Printing
Company,
1913WEEKlllilLEE
My Fortieth Anniversary Sale Starts Saturday, November TwentySecond
and continues for eight days, offering scores of Unmatchable Bargains of Splendid Quality. This is not a sale of cheap shoddy goods, bought just for
a sale, but my entire stock of High Grade Merchandise will be sacrificed at prices never before offered the people of Santa Fe at this season of the year.
Below you will find a few of the many bargains. NO GOODS CHARGED DURING THIS SALE.
ANNIVERSARY SALE OF LADIES' SUITS THE LADIES' R DEPARTMENT, SECOND FLOOR
Here you will find a wide array of style and materials embodying the very latest fashion Ideas
of styldom.
40th Anniversary Sale of Men's Suits and Overcoats!
You can't afford to miss this sale of all the very latest styles, and weaves that are on the market
at prices which will pay you to take two or three suits.$20.00
$18.00
$15.00
$30.00 Coats and Suits, Jubilee Sale Price.
$25.00 Coats and Suits, Jubilee Sale Price.
$22.50 Coats and Suits, Jubilee Sale Price.
$18.00
$15.00
$ 9.85
Men's $25 Suits and Overcoats, Jubilee Sale Price
Men's $22.50 and $18 Suits, Jubilee Sale Price
$15.00 Suits and Overcoats, Jubilee Sale Price$10.00One special lot of La dies Suits, broken lots, worth from $15 to $25. Jubilee Sale Price
ANNIVERSARY SALE OF
$2.50 Shirts, Jubilee Sale Price $1.95
$2.25 Shirts, Jubilee Sale Price $1.75
$1.75 Shirts, Jubilee Sale Price $1.25
$1.50 Shirts, Wilson Bros, Jubilee Sale Price $1.15
$1.25 Shirts, Wilson Bros. Jubilee Sale Price .95
$1.00 Shirts, Wilson Bros. Jubilee Sale Price 75c
65c Shirts, Jubilee Sale Price 45
ANNIVERSARY SALE OF
BOYS' SUITS AND OVERCOATS
$12.50 Suits and Jubilee Sale Price $9.00
$10.00 Suits & Jubilee Sale Price. . . .$7.50
$ 9.00 Suits & Jubilee Sale Price ... $6.75
$ 7.50 Suits & Jubilee Sale Price. . .$5.50
$ 6.50 Suits & Jubilee Sale Price. . ,$5.00
$ 5.00 Suits & Jubilee Sale Price. . .$3.50
November 1873
November I913
40th Anniversary
EXTRA SPECIAL.
One Lot of
Ladies' Coats, $.0 to $20 Values,
going at the unheard of
JUBILEE SALE PRICE OF $5.00
SHOE SPECIALS
Vs Of! on All Shoes
MISCELLANEOUS
Men's 50c ties, Jubilee Sale Price... 40c
All men'B 25c ties, Jubilee Sale Price 18c
Men's 50c work shirt. Jubilee Sale Price 38c
Ladies Bleached Vests 35c values, Jubilee
Sale Price 25c
25 off on all Trunks and Suit Cases.
85c Sheets, Jubilee Sale Price 65c
ANNIVERSARY SALE OF
MILLINERY
Everything in the House goes during
the Jubilee Sale
At Price !
A BIG ASSORTMENT OF
Mies' Black sateen Petticoats !
$2.00 Values
Jubilee Sale, $1.25
ANNIVERSARY SALE OP
LADIES' WAISTS SHIRTS
A Large and Beautiful Line of Voile
and Lawn Waists
$3.50 values, Jubilee Sale Price $2.50
$2.50 values, Jubilee Sale Price $1.75
$1.25 values. Jubilee Sale Price 90
$5.00 values Silk Shirts, Jubilee Sale Price.. $3.50
25 to 50
Reduction on
CHILDRENS COATS!
MEN'S HATS AND CAPS
$4.5rt Stetson's, Jubilee Sale Price ...$3.50
$3.50 Lyon Special, Jubilee Sale Price $2.50
$2.50 Big Bear, Jubilee Sale Price $2.00
All 75c and $1.00 Caps, Jubilee Sale Price 50c
Men's Underwear & Pajamas
Wilson Bros. Pajamas $1.50 and $1.25 grade,
J Jubilee Sale Price 95c & $1.15 Suit
Men's Coopers Union Suits, "Klosed Krotch" $1.50
to $4.50 Suit, Jubilee Sale ( ice 9tc to $3.50
MEN S SWEATERS
75c to $6.00 Values, Jubilee Sale
Price 45c to $4.5025 to 50 off
On all Ladies' Dresses.LAD ES DRESSES DRY GOODS SPECIALS !
One case of extra fine Bleached Muslin bought especially for this sale, worth 12 n -- J
Jubilee Sale Price O 1 OC
5cSimpson Prints 7 values, Jubilee Sale PriceTHE
CASH STORE
JULIUS H. GERDES.
All Other Dry Goods Specially Priced- -
25-- Off on Comforts and Blankets- -25
121-- 2 ect 15c Percales, Jubilee Sale Price 10c 12
121-2- c A 15c Dress Gingham, Jubilee Sale Price 10c tt 12
75c Brocaded Silks Jubilee Sale Price 35c
75c Patine, Jubilee Sale Price 55c
E"AII Other Dry Goods Specially Priced.
Starts Saturday, 9 A. M., Nov. 22nd. Ends Saturday Night, November 29
V-
-
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court today, everybody smiled except MURDERERS ARE
Dr. John Grant Lyman, the Panama
land promoter, whose trial on charges
of having used the mails to defraud,
was in progress.
I)e ,1a Uuardia, who is the son of
Santiago de la Guardia, the attorney
general of the Republic of Panama,
testified that powers of attorney bear-
ing his name found in Lyman's offices
never had been seen by him and con-
sequently never filed with the Isth-
mian republic.
'
NOT THE WORST
men says SAVRE
New York, Nov. 20. Francis B.
Sayre, who will resign as one of Dis- -
trict Attorney Whitman's assistants
tomorrow and will become the hus- -
band of Miss Jessie Wilson, daughter
oi the resident, on November 25, has
j interesting ideas on marriage, divorce,
and the inequality of the la wwhich he
'has gathered since he has been in Mr.
PROF. I. L. TELLO,
of National Conserva-
tory, City of Mexico and Directory
of Conservatory Mendelssohn, Ch-
ihuahua, Student in Berlin, Ger-
many and Mexico City. Lessons on
Violin, Viola Cello, Harmony an-- l
Piano.
MODERATE PRICFS
MODERN BOOKS
I guarantee to teach to play in
six months.
Sena Block, Palace Ave.
others in the party are Frank Far- - j
rell. Tip O'Neil, Ted Sullivan, Mrs.
Charles Comiskey, Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Ccmiskey and Mr. and Mrs. James
McAleer.
FOOTBALL'S GREATEST ASSET, THE GRIDIRON SHARPSHOOTER AND
HIS EDUCATED TOE; SOME WONDERFUL KICKS THAT
HAVE MADE FOOTBALL HISTORY.
i
LOTS OF FUN (N THE
GIRL FROM MUMMS
PULLMAN PORTERS RELY
ON TIPS FOR LIVING
San Francisco, Nov. 20. That the
Pullman . company does not pay Its
porters, adequate wages, but expects
them to eke out a living' from the
(ionerosity of the traveling publicwas
the declaration yesterday of President
John M. Eshelman, of the California
r llroad commission which for the last
t wo months has been conducting an
investigation into the regulations and
practices of the compauy in this
s'ate.
The hearing will be continued and
if. to embrace a wide review of the
cmpany's regulations and practices.
A'uong the most frequent complaints
P"" that berths are often sold twice:
tl'-'- t the upper berth is usually made
up nnd lowered whether It has been
sold or occupied or not, thus shutting
off ventilation from the lower berth
unnecessarily; that conductors refuse
o honor telegraphic orders; that con-
ductors hold out lowers and sell them
o belated arrivals for substantial tips;
that hotel porters and bell boys specu-
late in lower berths, sharing excess
prices with Pullman employes.
plaints are immigrants.
"I don't mean to' say that 1 think
easy divorce to be the solution of the
abandonment problem. I don't believe
in easy divorce..-.- A young man ap-
proaching marriage should appreciate
the full gravity of the undertaking
and should realize that it is a serious
and permanent proposition. Easy di-
vorce, I believe, would result in wide-
spread immorality.
"I believe that up to sixty or seven-
ty years ago no divorces were granted
in England. There were legal separa-
tions, but no divorces. The standard
was the same throughout the coun-
try.
"A law which made the steps to di-
vorce difficult and was the same
throughout the country undoubtedly
would work hardship on the Individ-
ual, but would, I believe,, be of great
benefit to the people as a whole. The
history of the world has shown that
it is necessary for the individual to
suffer, that humanity may benefit."
At the Elks Theater on December
1 will he presented Sheehan & Beck's
Parisian musical concoction in three
courses, "The Girl From Mumms,"
which is conceded by press and pub-
lic, to be the cleverest musical com-
edy in years.
The book is by .1. A. Lacy, the ly-
rics and music by Fred A. Bohnhorst,
the two younug authors who have
scored heavily in musical comedy con-
struction.
"The Girl From Mumms" was writ-
ten to entertain, both from a musical
and a comedy standpoint. There is
not a dull moment during the action of
the play. The clever, witty dialogues,
excruciatingly funny situations and
ludicrous climaxes, are broken only by
tuneful melodies, among which are
"Captivating Cleo," "There's a Reas-
on," "Teach Me," "The Girl of Mumms
and Mine," "On the Road to Philadel-
phia" and "Waltzes of the Night," dur-
ing which number the famous "Doll-hoa-
Kiss" is introduced.
The all-sta- r cast engaged to inter-
pret this beautiful musical comedy in-
cludes Miss Olive Vail, who will be re-
membered as leading comedienne and
star of "A Stubborn Cinderella," "The
Girl Question," "A Modern Eve," and
"Miss Nobody from Starland."
Other members of the company are
,T. I. Olwin, John E. Frank, Jackson
Barry, Francis McKena, Miss Nellie
Watters, Miss Devona Mae, Miss Mar-ji- e
Dow and M1ss Hazel Regan.
Whitmans office, where he has beeu
assigned' to the complaint bureau. ,
He does not believe in easy divorce.
Marriage he considers a pact, the
solemnity of which should hot be en-
dangered by lax divorce laws. He
would have the sains standard Id
every" slate. ,.. . 4
"Some of the murderers I have
met," said Mr. Savre today, "have
really been very decent fellows what
I mean is that they did not inspire me
with the loathing that comes from con-
tact with criminals of a different class.
In the majority of cases the mur-
derer commits his crime in the heat
of passion.
"Parasitic crimes committed in cold
blood seem to me to be far worse
than murder.
"The man who in cold blood betrays
a girl and exploits her beauty, the
man who practices wholesale petty
swindles on the poor both of them, in
my mind, are guilty of viler crimes
than murder. It is with such loath-
some offenses that we have most to
do here in the complaint bureau. In
time, I believe, they will be punished
with severity commensurate with the
moral baseness of the crime.
"The poor in New York are preyed
upon right and left. Swindlers and
deceivers live off their meager sav-
ings. I have found that even the la-
bor unions, intended as the protec-
tion of the workman, can be used to
oppress him. I am not criticising the
labor unions; I believe in them. But
instances have come to my attention
where the union has been used by un-
scrupulous officials to prevent the poor
man from earning a living . One man
thus driven to suicide.
"I have handled most of the aban-
donment cases that have come to the
office in the last few months, and the
inequality of the law is apparent there.
We don't get any marital troubles
from Fifth avenue. There are very
few complaints of abandonment from
the native born families. Most of
the husbands of whom we get com- -
2.- - O'DEA'S RECORD
DROP- - KICK . 2 VDS . v I .
DROP-KICK- . ,45 ""iDS. JTJ"J - i
FREAK. '"riWk"" tr---
WALL STREET.
New York, Nov. 20. Stocks were
put on the market today by holders
who had tired of awaiting a favorable
turn in prices and decided to sell,
rather than risk further shrinkage on
account of discouraging trade news
and protracted uncertainties of the
Mexican situation.
Bonds were easy.
EIGHT INDICTED IN
FAKE LAND SCHEME.
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 20 Eight
officials and agents of the Florida
Fruit Lands company were indicted by
the federal grand jury here this aft-
ernoon on a charge of conspiracy to
use the mails to defraud in connec-
tion with the sale of 180,000 acres of
land in the Everglades district of
Florida to 12,000 purchasers in vari-
ous states.
Those indicted are Richard J.
Bolles, Jacksonville, Florida; George
A. Paddock, Chicago; Jesse L. Billing-sly- ,
Jacksonville, Florida, and John
Mathews, J. II. Borders, R. J. Martin,
Edw. C. Chambers, and A. D. Hart,
of Kansas City. Each was indicted on
twenty-on- e counts.
PROMOTER CHARGED WITH
USING MAILS TO DEFRAUH
Los Angeles, Nov. 2A. "Everybody
in Panama knew the Panama Develrn- -
A MAKER OF HEALTH.
A good honest medicine like Foley
Kidney Pills gives health to manv"Hobe" Baker,
Princeton's Field-Go-
Kicker and a Diagram of the
Greatest Kicks in Football.
ment company didn't have any land. families. Mrs. O. Palmer, 635 Wiiliow
stocThe company was a laughing St., Green Bay, Wis. was seriously
ill with kidney and bladder trouble.down there."
When Hernado de la Guardia, form-
erly president of the defunct Panama
Development company, gave that tes-
timony in the Uniied States district
Mr, Palmer writes: "My wife is rapid-
ly recovering her health and strength
due solely to the use of Foley KidneyNew Mexican Want Ads. always
bring results. Try it. Pills." The Capital Pharmacy.
drop kick in 1896 on Shepherd field,
Evanston, against Northwestern.
One of the greatest place kicks ever
made was John De AVitt's in 1903,
when, with Yale leading Princeton 6
A FLOCK OF BEAUTIES WILL BE THOSE WHITEHOUSE BRIDESMAIDS
HERE ARE THE FIRST PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE FIVE GIRLHOOD CHUMS WHO ARE GOING TO PRECEDE JESSIE WILSON TO THE GREAT
ALTAR THEY ARE BUILDING IN THE EAST ROOM, WHERE THE CEREMONY WILL BE HELD.
braska. Eckensall made two 25 yard
kicks and one of 45 against Wisconsin
in 1903.
In 1902 John De Witt place-kicke-
42 yards against Yale and twice kick-
ed Cornell. In 1903 he twice kicked
50 yards and once 45 yards against
Cornell.
George Capron, now a ball player,
drop-kicke- d 45 and 30 yards, tying for
Minnesota with Wisconsin.
Ted Coy, Yale, in 1909 twice drop-kicke- d
from 30 yards, beating Har-
vard 8 to 0. Earl Spracklig of Brown
made three place kicks of 30 yards
each in 1910 and Brown beat Yale,
21 to 0.
Last year Brickley made a place
kick of 45 yards and two drop kicks
of 15 yards each, Harvard beating
Dartmouth, 16 to 6. He drop-kicke-
30 yards and then 20 against Yale,
and Harvard won 20 to 0. Against
Princeton he drop-kicke- 20 yards for
the game's only score. This year
Brickley's toe defeated Princeton. 3 to
0, drop-kickin- from the 20 yard line.
With this year's most important
gridiron struggles yet unplayed will
some star with an educated toe see
his name written into the book of
great deeds beside those of Haxall,
O'Dea, Eckersall and De Witt?
Football loves the man who can
send the oval swishing down field be-
tween the goal posts sets 18 feet 6
Inches apart.
The game now boasts several re-
markable short range drop and place
kickers men who can kick goals in-
side the 35 or perhaps 40 yard line,
but they fail to arouse enthusiasm as
did the man who could boot a field
goal from the 69 yard line.
The most remarkable and longest
field goal on record was kicked by J.
T. Haxall of Princeton in 1882. Hs:all
place-kicke- from the 65 yard line ov-
er the Yale goal, saving Princeton
from a shutout.
Next comes the marvelous 62 yard
drop kick of Pat O'Dea, who starred
at Wisconsin, O'Dea made his record
to 6 and but a few seconds remaining
Yale punted from her own goal. A
Princeton back on the 42 yard line
signaled for a fair catch. Princeton
had just one play, a kick, and De Witt
booted the ball between the Yale up-
rights. '
In the game last
year "Hobe" Baker kicked two field
goals and "Lefty" Flynn one, giving
Princeton a lead, 6 to 3. Pumpelly, in
the closing moments, drop-kicke- d from
the 4!) yard line. The ball struck the
cross bar and fell over, tying the
score.
Pat O'Dea drop-kicke- 50 yards
against Chicago and 45 against Minne-
sota in 1897, and in 1899 repeated 40
against Minnesota and 35 against
Michigan.
In 1905 Walter Eckersall, for Chica-
go, booted five field goals against Ne
SWINGING A TOWEL FOR A CHAMPION TO GET THE INSIDE STORY "MAKE HIM OPEN UP'
AND CROSS YOUR RIGHT' ADVISED MANAGER DUNN, AND THAT'S WHAT KILBANE DID.
("Southpaw," of the Cincinnati Post
staff, swung a towel in Champion
Johnny Kilbane's corner in the Mars
bout, to find out how a champion engi-
neers his battle. Here is his story.
Editor.)
(By "Southpaw,")
Johnny Kilbane, world's feather-
weight champion, sized up "Knock-
out" Mars in one round, but spent six
more breaking through Mars' guard
with a punch that carried a knockout,
Kilbane returned to his corner after
the first round and said:
"I've got him figured. I'll have to
let him hit me to get an opening. If
J make him lead I can catch him com-
ing to me. I'll have to stop him with
my right. I can't do much with my
left because of the way he stands."
The champion had it figured close-
ly, for in the seventh he feinted Mars
into leading, beat hiin to the punch
and dropped him.
After each round Kilbane came to
the corner and In a few words to Man-
ager Dunn, told how the bout looked
to him and Dunn added a few words.
As Johnny started out for the sec-
ond round Dunn said: "Don't let him
lead too much." At the start of the
third round Dunn advised Kilbane to
stay close to Mars and thereafter Kil
Ing Out His Program A Feint With j
Spelled Dreamland for Mars.
Mars forced Kilbane to change his
own style. He had little use for his
bane got to close quarters whenever
catch hiin opened up."
As the Artist Saw Kilbane Carry
the Left and a Right Cross to the Chin
Before the seventh Dunn cautioned
the champion: "This is the seventh
and you haven't got much longer, so
you better get in close and knock him.
he could.
Between the third and fourth Dunn
I Cross your right."
science and had to rough it with the
little demon.
When his senseless opponent had
been carried to his corner, Dunn sent
the champion over to help care for
him. Kilbane laid the litle fellow's
dazed head against the ropes, placed
his hands at his side to relax and ad-
vised his seconds what to do upon
reaching the dressing room.
And I want to say right here that
swinging a towel isn't half the cinch
it seems to be. The minute between
rounds is the longest 60 seconds 1
ever put in, and they might have end-
ed the scrap in the fifth, so far as I
was concerned."
asked Kilbane if he was working on
Mars very much?
"Not yet; I'll Btart this round," re-
plied Kilbane.
And the fourth was the hottest seen
in a Cincinnati ring in a long time.
The boys met in the center of the ring
and mixed. Once, as Kilbane was go-
ing away, Mars caught him with a
right and sent him to the floor. Kil-
bane tore into his man, battered him
through the ropes and had him all but
out when the bell rang. .'.
Just before the sixth Dunn said:
"Keep your hands out in front and
spar. Make him lead this time and
And that's what Kilbane did. He
crowded Mars, poked out his head in a
tempting way. Johnny started bis left
for Kilbane and Johnny made a slight
motion with' his left hand which
caused Mars to drop his head a bit.
Then Kilbane shot his right across in
front of Mars' left. The blow didn't
travel more than a foot, but Kilbane
stepped in with the punch, putting
all of his 122 pounds behind it and sister's
maid o honor othe president's eldest daughter who . will be her
'M
professor. Wm. B. Sc6tt; on the other side of Miss W'Mis. Mary G. White, of
elow, to the left, I. . picture of anoth er bridesmaid,
Mars' seconds were five minutes
In the center, at the top, is the la
her right is Miss Adeline Mitchell Sco
Brown, daughter of Col. E. T. Brown,
Baltimore. And to the right is Miss
test portrait of Miss Margaret Wilson,
V, daughter of the Princeton College
of Atlanta, a cousin of Mrs. Wilson; b
Eleanor Wilson, the bride's younger
bringing him back to Cincinnati.
sister, who also win be in tne nonor n7
grapes, strawberries and other delicaGIANTS AND WHITE SOX
BOARD LINER FOR JAPAN
Victoria, B. C., Nov. 20. The world-tourin- g
baseball players of the New--
THE WEDDING GIFTS A WHITE
HOUSE BRIDE RECEIVES.
When Alice Roosevelt was married
tc Nicholas Longworth in the White
Hotse February 17, 1906, her wedding
presents were estimated at $250,000.
Many of them came from foreign gov-
ernments and rulers.
France sent her a! wonderful piece
With managers, players, press rep-
resentatives and fans, the party num-
bered sixty-seve- Of the newly mar-
ried couples who started the - tour
as a honeymoon trip, three are mak-
ing the transpacific voyage. . They
are Mr. and Mrs. James Thorpe, Mr.
and Mrs. Hans Lobert and Mr, and
Mrs. Larry Doyle.
Charles Comiskey, president of the
The Cuban government gave her a
rope of pearls of equal value.
The empress of China remembered
her with a dower chest filled with
oriental treasures.
From the emperor of Japan she re-
ceived a piece of rare embroidery
and two fine silver vases.
Other almost priceless gifts ' came
from the kings of Italy and Spain and
the emperor of Austria,
The United States senate and house
of representatives did not give her
anything officially, but the New York
delegation sent a beautiful "favrll"
glass set of several dozen pieces.
She received a box of peaches, apri-
cots, and plums from Cape Colony,
South Africa.
H. C. Frlck sent- - a trunkful of
and Klem will officiate in the games
abroad.
The playerB who are making the
round-the-worl- d trip are Egan,
Schafer, Weave!, Crawford, Speaker,
Daly, Evans, Sleight, Callahan, Bliss,
Scot. Benz and Leverenz, of the
White Sox; and Donlin. Magee, Doyle,
MerkJe, Thorpe, Lobert, Wingo,'
Wiltse, Faber, Doolan and Manager
McGraw of the Giants. Among; the!
cies.
"
Members of thi- - United States su-
preme court sent ftorers.
There was a silver service from the
Rough Riders' asf c ication, and a work-
ing model of it rifle in sold gold front
the U. S. army.
A Pittsburg"! friend ct Longworth
sent a ball dog.
York Giants and the Chicago White
Sox, arrived from Seattle by special
steamer last night and embarked on
the Canadian Pacific liner Empress of
Japan, which immediately sailed for
Yokohama, where the American ball
players will play their first game in
the Orient.
of Gobelin tapestry, worth, perhaps,
125,000. ; . . -Chicago
American league club, is con-
ducting the tour. Umpires Sheridan
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HI H I I 1 1 rf 1 1 1 1 1 Ht WW 1 1 1 1 M'l I IlaldyLOCAL ITEMS. For Thanksaivina Andrews Mill STREET CAR (S
HELD UP AT
- LINCOLN NEB.
i Rooming House, completely furnished, good lo-
cation, 18 rooms. Will pay $300 per month. Price $6,000.00
BEWARE OF OINTMENTS
FOR CATARRH THAT
CONTAIN MERCURY
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange
the whole system when entering it
through the mucous surfaces. Such
store Room on eausteo street. .Rent per month 12.00 IStore Room on San Francisco Street, Rent per
have a great spread in all lines-A- sk
Andrews about "Bisflo," the bis- - granges, lemons, bananas, grapes, up-cu-
Hour. jples. pears and grape fruit. In meats,
Our regular fresh stock of the best b('ef. veal, pork, mutton, lamb, lur-5-
cigar made, Corto Plazo, at Zook's, k,!'s, ducks, gije.se, hens, springs, Ut.li
'I he Rexall Store. jund oysters. In vegrtatbles, ciiciiiii-PA-
LESS AND DRESS BETTER !'jpl's. wax beans, green beans, egg
month 30.00 Lincoln, Nb., Nov. Jn. Several
men are under arrest, one of whom
articles should never be used except
BIG
REDUCTION
IN ALL
Rflll I iiirntf
Chief of Police Mentis declares posi-
tively is one of the two robbers who
on prescriptions from reputable physi-
cians, as the damage they will do is
ten fold to the good you can possibly BY PATRONIZING THE WHITE last night attempted to hold up a(derive from them. Hall's Catarrh HOUSE.
Marriage License A wedding li-
cense was issued to Mafias Jarainillo
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Chenev
plant, tomatoes, cauliflower, bell pep-
pers, soup bunches, parsley, lettuce,
radishes, green onions, turnips, beets,
carrots, parsnips, oyster plant, spinach
we expect to have plenty for all,but the wise ones will give us advance
street car here and killed Fred Wise,
a passenger. Search for the other
highwayman, whom niotorman Wil- -
,& Co.. Toledo, O., contains no mercury,1 and is taken internally, acting directly and .Miss .Maria Keducina Itomero,
Six-roo- Modern Dwelling. Good location. Rent
per month 35.00
Five-roo- Modern Dwelling, good location. Rent
per month 3n.oo
Ranches, Land Grants and City Property. Insurance and Surety Bonds.
O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.
Phone, 189 J.
119 San Francisco St., V Santa Fe, New Mexico.
'orders.upon the blood and mucous surfacesof the system. In buying Halls
both of Las Truehas.
That Car of Empress Flour, has ar-
rived. No better Hour made; order
from Andrews.t jCatairh Cure be sure you get the
iu'jii i.auu auegeu ne snot, and saw
stagger as he moved away from the
car, was continued today. The identity
of the man whom Chief .Malone de-
clares ig.one of the pair of holdup
men was not disclosed, the officer re-
fusing to' give 'out any further infor
miLLmtitT
mk.w.lindoardt
125 Palace A ve.
genuine. It Ik tlnn i,.i..r,n,n,. our?
Dinner Friday Night Tomorrow
night at the .Methodist church, on Don
Caspar avenue, from 3 to 7, there will
be spread an old fashioned Roast
Beef Dinner, the charge for which will
be only 85 cents, and everyone is in- -
De Vargas Hotel Thanksgiving Din-
ner The special dinner to be given
will be the best ever offered, price,
;maue m loieuo, unio, oy t. J. ineney& Co., Testimonial free. ...
j Sold by druggists.. Price Too per mation regarding the arrest.$!.IMi. Secure vour reservations atbottle.
Take Hall's Family Tills for consti once bv nhone or otherwlsr. !vlU'd ,0 dlnc the ladies of the The robbers boarded 11 itearbpuorin League who are preparing .approached lonely spot near thepation. A Sanitary Fountain Tile court
house is to have a new sanitary foun.a. .a. a' I I I I n rTTTrTrTT 111 the dinner. So make up your mind notto prepare dinner tomorrow night.
west limits of the city. Conductor
Fred Kinnison was being backed into
the car from the rear vestibule hy the
jail at Udensbnrg tonight, accused of
murder.
Airs. Banko was staying at the home
of her father, Williclrn Seabolt. Early
tin's morning a noise was heard in the
woman's room hy members of the
family. An investigation disclosed
ILL EFFECTS OF
TANGO 0ENO
tain which will bubble with fresh wa-
ter to quench the thirst of anyone.
The fountain will be installed this
afternoon.
masked men. when the motorrnan
opened fire. The man leaped off the
car, and as thev did so. theBy DENVER GIRLS
FREIGHT RATE
CASE HEARD AT
ALBUQUERQUE
Just received a now lot of new corn
.Mrs. Hanko with a man's belt drawn
tigblly around her neck, suspended
from a nail in the wall. She was cut
lineal, both white and yellow at An- -
Ueuver, Colo., Nov. 20. Does the jd"w8.
(alleges one of the holdup men stag--jgered. Several shots were fired in thai
direction of the car and it was thentango develop the hlu bones excessive-- ! F0R SALc uonule barrel, bain that W ise was shot.ly? Does it throw the hips forward ill j merless shotgun and leather Albuquerque, N, M., Nov. 20. Hofere Judge Judson C. Clements, of the
jdowu before she had been seriously
'hurt. In the bed room were the
j bodies of the two little boys, with
pieces of clothesline tightly knotted
11:1 unseemly and ungainly manner? rase at a bargain, 142 Marey St KILLS HER SONS ANDinterstate commerce commission, here
tcday, the New Mexico stale corpora-
tion commission opened a general at
FRIES TO HANG HERSELF
j
tack on the freight rates now in el'
around their necks.
It is alleged that Mrs. Hanko com-
mitted the crime because her hus-
band. WllO 1s Wftrlflntr In TlfcV. At.,
poiiusiown, Pa., Nov.
Ifect in New Mexico, reductions of 'with having garroted her Iwn ...hi.
Does it cause great rolls of fat to ONLY EIGHT MORE DAYS TO
form? And would it give a potato (TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
effect to a Greek goddess? Thus VEMBER CASH DISCOUNT SALE,
was the latest of sensational dances iTHE WHITE HOUSE,
cruelly assailed by the Chicago cov- It Is An Error Some one lias start-seliere-
But is it true? No not! led the rumor that ladies attending the
and no! again, declares Denver's Vargas hotel dance Saturday will
cial-elec- rising to the defense of the have to have tickets. Tin's is an
of giddy glides, dainty or. They will be admitted free, the
BUY ROOFING
THAT IS GUARANTEED FOR
15 YEARS
jdren, boys aged 2 andsome thirty thousand rates being d( ....... , 1' lm u f .imn id u'-t- i yyj send her money.nveiy, and then attempting tomanded. . Tho complaint in brief de- nang
mauds for New Mexico points, oil west ifrseilf. Mrs. Amelia Seabolt Ads. alwaysBanko New Mexican Want
county ibring results. Try it.bound traffic, from the Great Lakes. I0f Portage. was lodged in the
i the Mississipui and the cult' rales itdips and pleasurable piroquettes j ticket of the escort being sufficient,
which forms the dance's lure. The finest line or Electrical Glass- -
It is not true! ware ever displayed in this city,
hast as low as those now in effect to
K' Paso, Texas. On west bound traf- -
fie, the rale to Colorado common r,Furthermore Denver's Knpll-elee- t onaSey & r.rvlen. ADOLF SELICiN Dffl GOODS CO.is having made special stays of elastic
fabric so that the tango may be per-
formed more gracefully and the dips
points on trallic from the Pacific coast
Is demanded. The New Mexico rates
are attacked as tn contravention of
the long and short haul clause of the
Interstate commerce law. The case
"Bisflo," "Bisflo," what is "llislio?"
Andrews won't charge you a cent for
a sack of "Bistlo" biscuit Hour if you
can make poor biscuits with it. Don't
tell the "old man" how you happened
to make them so good this time, but
executed with more ease. "Tango
stnys' will soon form a feature of THIS WEEK'S SPECIALSi for New Mexico is being presented by
every well appointed wardrobe. Judge Samuel II. Cowan, of the Kort
Worth. Texas.'Absurd!" was the manner in
which Miss Lucille Ravenscroft char MEN'S AND BOYS' READY-TO-WEA- R
SUITS AND OVERCOATSacterized the Chicago corsetierers' SAN FRANCISCO MINTSanta Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
give him a pleasant surprise.
LOST Six pairs Boys' children's
stockings. Notify U. S. Indian School.
Presbyterian Aid The Aid Society
of the Presbyterian church will meet
with Mrs. Doran at the Montezuma
hotel Friday afternoon at three
o'clock. A full attendance Is desired
as final arrangements for the Thanks
All Wool Blue Serge for Men, $1 1.95 worth $18Everything In Hardware.
WAS ROBBED OF ONLY $22.
Washington, D. ('., Nov. 2(1. An of-
ficial count, of all the silver dollars in
the San Francisco mint, has revealed
that twenly-tw- o dollars were stolen,
probably about 1SS0, according to a
WATCH OUR WINDOWS.
--
1"
indictments yesterday in toto.
"The tango," she said, "does not de
velop flesh. If it did well, it might
go to join the ranks of the perma-
nently discarded. No mere dance in
Denver could be found guilty on so
serious a score and survive."
Local corsetieres thought yesterday
LUDWIQ WM. ILFELD.' W. H. WICKHAM
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST..giving Bazaar will be made. PHONE 180.Lreport, made today to director of theYou will have to hurry up with that j
mint, Geo. K. Roberts.
.Mini , I.2 fih '
that their art would be sufficient to
conceal any physical defects which ths
tango might produce.
Several months ago one of the bags
of silver in the mint was found to
contain iron washers. Kvery bag wasIts SI INSURE WITH HAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.
--feast, opened and all the money was count-- 1ed.
order for a Thanksgiving turkey,
goose or duck; get a good one from
Andrews.
Perfumes and Toilet Waters All
the favorite odors and makers. A
big assortment all sizes and prices.
I!e sure to put this down on your list.
Zook's, The Rexall Store.
FOR YOUR EVENING GOWN,
GLOVES, SLIPPERS, SILK HOSE
IN ALL IMAGINABLE SHADES AT
PICTURE SHOW OWNERS
DEFEND MOVIE TRUST.
Modern Cottage of 5
Rooms and Bath. Lot fronts
South about 100 feet on Pal-
ace Avenue.
mm New York, Nov. 20. Proprietors o'f
Subscribe for the Santa r. Ne
Mexican, the paper that boosts a!
the time and works for the upbutle
lag of our uw Star
moving picture theaters came to the
defense of the trust yester-
day in the government's suit, under A BIG DISCOUNT. THE WHITE NOW is theWe will sell, within ten days' time, lor $2,800.
time to investigate the shove.HOUSE. ,the Sherman law against, the MotionPicture Patents company, General E. E. Young in Chicago Edward
Everett Young, well known in San
Juan county as "the high priest of
Film company and other companies
and individuals. The standard of pic-
tures has ieen raised, theaters are
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa fe. N ,ti,
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,! HAVWARD HAS IT,
irrigation," and admired, in Santa Fe
for his ability as a newspaperman,given a more satisfactory film serv
a lengthy article, "Theice, bribing of independent exchanges uas written
; to furnish the better quality of uic- - S'ster of Great Cities," for the Chi-b-
the
Coffee
Your choice: more or
monpyhnck when yon
,H'ct to tile Iioltoin of ;t cin
of SelriJJiiitf's iVst coffee.
Xo oluire if yon think
yon could have done liet-le- r.
Not t'Veii one in a
llion.siind slinll be dissalis-lied- .
Aroma-tigh- t cans keep the
coffee everfresh; it's cleanly
granulated, ready for use.
tures has been made unnecessary and caSo "Scoop," published
more money is made generally than 80ribes of ,lle wln(,y ati'- -
before the alleged combination was es
resolvedThat we carve
The: Prices whex
WE FIR.ST MARK OUR.
G00D. THERE5
FINE PICKING IN OUR.
STOCK NOW -
AND ALWAYS
tablished, witnesses testified.
Frank J. Howard, owner of a the-
ater in Boston, said that in the early
years of the moving pictures, exhibi-
tors paid more attention to the strug-
gle of destroying competition than in
developing the industry.
J. A. Korpell, a New York proprie-
tor, testified to a change .n the char
opened a carpentry shop at 330 San
Francisco street to do a general lino
of repair work.
A fine line of candies and nuts for
Thanksgiving trade just received at
Andrews.
200 Invitations Manager Hall of
the De Vargas hotel states that the
invitation committee of the Saturday
night dance sent out 200 cards invit-
ing Santa Feans to the function. A
THE STAR BARN
VV. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable Re-
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE PONIES. TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS. PROMPT SERVICE.
Phone 139. 310 San Franciaco St.
LUMBER, LATH, CEMENT,
WINDOWS, DOORS
AND MOULDING
acter of display advertising in front
of theaters. In former days, he said,
exhibitors had to prepare their own large attendance seems assured but he jdesires those who have not purchasedposters, competition led to the use of
"bloodthirsty" advertisements and the their tickets to get them before Sat--
unlay, by applying to the clerk at the
WE DO NOT DO "SHARP PRACTICE" WITH THOSE WHO BUY CUT-
LERY AND HARDWARE FROM US.
OF COURSE, WE KNOW WHICH BRANDS OF HARDWARE WEAR
THE BEST. THESE WE SELL.
WE STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL AND MAKE GOOD IF
ANYTHING GOES WRONG. WE DON'T DO THIS OFTEN, BECAUSE WE
HAVE LONG SINCE CUT OUT ALL LINES OF GOODS THAT DID NOT
STAND THE TEST.
WOOD-DAVI- S HARDWARE COMPANY.
public received the impression that hotel.the theaters were dens of iniciuity. I, J. SAWYERBioflo" the ready mixed biscuit)Hour needs no shortening, no salt, no
PERSONALS baking powder, simply mix withjwater or milk: makes biscuits in live
minutes. And the only ulace vou can
PHONE 14. "IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
223 San Francisco St. Phon; 206 W
5ANTA FE, N. M.
PHONE 1
saHENRY KRICKe-s-
DISTRIBUTOR OF
LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring- Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J Sunta Fe. New Mex.
J. V. Paul, a government official of
Pittsburgh, left for the east yesterday
buy it is at Andrews.
THE PLACE VOU ALWAYS FIND
WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR AT
THE RIGHT PRICE. THE WHITE
HOUSE.
Box Sale Tomorrow Night Follow-
ing the "movies" tomorrow, Friday
uy For ash! I US. 8after spending some time at the of-fices of the U. S. weather bureau. Iti'3 said he gathered data on the weath-er conditions of New Mexico when the
Dawson mine explosion took place.
Governor Win, C. McDonald returnAnd we will show vou how much von can uvo. Fens, a Price
. ii i u .1 . ..i Where Quality Governs the
and Price the Quality
ed last evening from a brief trip to
Las Vegas. State Engineer French
tmuy snouia you ao mis witn your
Hay; Grain Flour who accompanied him is expocten'home today.
night, the boxes at the Elks theater
will be auctioned off for the play "Man
from India" to be presented by a lo-
cal cast at 8: 30 Wednesday, Novem-
ber 26. The proceeds of the play w ill
go toward paying for the Steinway
piano purchased by the Woman's
club. Tickets for the play go ou sale
Saturday morning at Zook's Pharmacy
The cast of the play has already been
A. R. Manby of Taos, has gone to
l Hot Springs, Ark., for a course of
treatment for rheumatism,
j J. B. Reynolds of Albuquerque, di-
strict manager for the Mountain States
Telephone company, is in the city.
CAKES AND
CRACKERS
Give us a trial and let us show you. Guaranteed
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr., - - Galisteo and Water Sts.
Phone, Main 250.
announced.
Boyd Praises History David R.
Boyd, president of the University ofi
.New Mexico, by letter to Mr. B. M. j
Read, dated the 14th Inst, says: "I
Max Herzsteln, the well known
salesman from Albuquerque, is at tho
Montezuma.
REDUCED RATE
TO ALBUQUERQUE
FOR NEW MEXICO
EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION
To Be Held Nov. 23-2- 6.
ONE AND ONE-FIFT- H FARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP.
OPPORTUNITY DAY Our cracker counter is an In--
am glad to say that we have a copy
of your Illustrated History of Xew
Mexico in our library, which we value
Did you ever dream of that little
snug home of your own?
Times are hard and many real bar-
gains can now be had.
very highly and which is in' very fre-
quent use. We would not feel that
our collection of local history woujd
be complete without it. The work Is
characterized by very careful re
UNITED STATES BANK a TRUST GO.
Does a General Banking Business. search and very discriminating judg--Note
some of them below and see
which one suits your purse:
modern,. 3 acres alfalfa,
well, gas engine, completely
ment m its use of original sources."
Fun With a Kodak Lots of it, good jjitim tttMMiitiiitiiiii ItllillllllllllMI IIIHMIIMMMIIIlltMlllmiiMHHn itiiitimiiiimiiiHiitiik
furnished Srson wnuiesome iun, too. une of ourYour Patronage Solicited small ' orchard, newly
pebble-dashe- a bargain at... 1,400vmamiitMiimimiiiiimii iiuiiiiiiiiiiMiMiiiHiiiMtiiiHiHi
teresting place. The large
variety of crackers and wafers
we carry would astonish most
anybody. What Is so nice at
a box of dainty, delicious
fers? Some kind of a cracker
should be on the table at every
meal should be in every lunch
box. And the very kind you
should have are here. They
have the quality that always sat-
isfies.
"BOSS PATENT FLOUR"
CHASE & SANBORN'S COFFEE
PRIMROSE BUTTER
garden, fruit, cellar, barn
in good shape.... 1,600
Attend this Convention and enjoy a splendid
program. Addresses by Hon. P. P. Claxton,U. S. Commissioner of Education, and
other noted educators.
ROUND TRIP FARE FROM HERE,$4.15
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President. jW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
J. B. LAMY, modern,' large arounda.
kodaks will help you to entertain and
amuse yourself and others. Buy them
ot Zook's. The Rexall Store.
THE BEST LINES OF CORSETS
INCLUDING THE AMERICAN LADY,
W. B., MADAM LYRA, BON TON,
AND THE GONARD CORSETS AT
THE WHITE HOUSE.
Merry Christmas! Such was. the
greeting heard this afternoon as ped
fruit, garden and all outhouses 2,600
.new brick, strictly
modern, a real snap 3,500
new "and modern, best
neighborhood 2 000
well located, solendid estrians skidded through the snowHAND-PAINTE- D CHINA grounds, a big chance 2.400 which melted on the streets but pre jXjTickets on Sale Nov. 21 to 25,2 splendidly located, modern sented a beautiful white canopy cov-
ering lawns and open fields. The flatbouses, large grounds, close in 8.000
..And many others. TAKE SPECIAL roofs, too, presented a Christmas ap
Showing decorations to delight the eye are now displayed at
my store. There are articles to appeal to everyone-Stei- ns.
Smoking Sets, Tobacco Jars, Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
prices are reasonable. Please call to see the China Articlesbefore the best pieces have been sold;
NOTICE THAT A FEW HUNDRED
DOLLARS WILL HANDLE MOST
pearance, and the chimneys looked
like the pictures In the story booksANY OF THE ABOVE BARGAINS. which tell of Santa Claus. One bless
Return Limit, December 2.
H. S.LUTZ, Agt. A.T. & S. F. R. R.
SANTA FE, N. M.
Many cottages, well furnished and I S. KAUNE 8 GO.
Where PrlcM ar B-- st
For ;fe Oualitv
ing brought by the snow was the de-
parture of thousands of flies who tookH. C. YONTZ, JEWELER, SAN FIANCISCO STREET. some unfurnished on my list for rentSee "TOWNSEND,"
The Real Estate Man.
tbe hint as Jack Frost blanketed the
city and sent a chilling blast from Old
PAGE SIX SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1913.
THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.Santa Fe New Mexican IV. 1VX.
B tared Soooad Class Matter at the Saata Pa Paateftlae
The Santa Fa New Mexican Published Dally
The New Mexican Review English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexicano Spanish Weekly
The Now Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Branson M. Cutting President
Charles M. Stauffer General Manager
J. Wight Oiddings Editor
YOUR MONEY, YOUR SECURITIES
AND OTHER VALUABLES
The When you deposit your funds with this bank, either in a checking account
or invest them according to the TIME DEPOSIT plan, you are assured of
their complete protection.
The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos,
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
Playing and all out-do- or sports.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
ally, ear year, tqr mall 15.00 Dally, par eaartsi, ky bmN 9tM
Dally, all month, by mall 12.51 Dally, par qaartaa, ky sawe PUD
Waekly. par yaar 11.01 Waakly, all moiitka M
Booklet Free on Request
THE VALLEY RANCH, VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.
This bank la under the strict supervision of the United States Government
and ita Capital, aurplus, net profits and stockholders' liability amounts to
over $400,000.00. Furthermore, this institution has conducted a successful
business for a period of forty-thre- e years, being the oldest bank in New
Mexico.
Our SAFETY DEPOSIT boxes In a first class vault equipment, furnish a
secure place for your securities at a low yearly rental.
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
CAPITAL, SURPLUS UNO PROFITS, $245,000.00.
44 All of Today's Newo Today"
STOPPED THAT ALL RIGHT.
BEAUTY WON'T COUNT
IN CONTEST
eat, it is quite likely to adorn the
table of some of our epicures in this
city one week from this day.
Another Relic.
We have become so taken over with
the things that are ancient that any-
thing which seems to have the mark
PHONES:
BUSINESS OFFICE 286 EDITORIAL ROOMS 31
of antiquity at once appeals to us.
1 had a letter the other day from i
Col. Twitchell in which he takes up !
"THE SUPER-BAB- WHICH IS TO UNITE
THE MENTAL, MORAL AND PHYSICAL
PERFECTIONS OF THE RACE, IS SOON
TO BECOME A LIVING, BREATHIN6,
in his fun loving way, a relic of great
SQUALLING FACT!"
THE ULTIMATUM SEASON.
It seemi o be n great season for ultimatums. It would also appear that
the only place whore tlioy are given is not at the national capita).
0:u has just hem (,'iven in this state and the one who has been ultimat-time-
is none other than liovernor William C. McDonald.
lie has been (old in words that cannot be misunderstood, that rither he
must discharge Howell Ernest or he will be under charge of being the insti-
gator and the prompter of the infamous, unjust report which
assassinated the character of every officer in the county of San Miguel
antiquity which recently came into his
possession. In his remarks the col-
onel says what is true of him that he
never lets a day go by without feeling
good over something, and in this case
it was the receipt of this remarkable
bit of ancient stuff which the sender
wanted put into the exhibits at San
Diego.
The Montezuma HotelNIXOLA GREELEY-SMITH- .(By Nixola Greeley-Smith.- )
(Copyright, 1913, by the Newspaper
Enterprise Association.)
The super-baby- , that still imaginary
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.
Large Sample Rooms. THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
Col. Twitcuell thinks in view of this
valuable relic which has come to him
that the position of chairman of the
board of exposition managers is not
without its compensations.
The precious contribution is de-
scribed by the sender as follows:
since 1901."
Again this ultimatum is handed the governor and it will be enforced to
the letter if His Excellency does not obey at once:
"Furthermore, if he does not discharge Ernest it will show that the
governor himself is largely responsible for the groundless charges of the
traveling auditor."
This is getting to be serious. "Uneasy lies the head that wears the
crown." The governor of the state of New Mexico is placed under the
awful alternative of discharging his appointee, or he will be regarded as an
Instieator and a prompter of charges that are "asinine and ridiculous."
infant who Is to unite in one small
person all the mental, moral and phy-
sical perfections of the human race,
has ceased suddenly to be a theory
of eugenics and, if a learned body of
physicians and sociologists in New
York is to have its way( will soon
become a living, brathing and, it may
be. squalling fact!
The sociological fund of the Med
"The time has passed," said the ora-
tor, haughtily, "when any man can
hide himself behind a woman's petti
coats.
"You bet," commented the cynic in
the back seat. "Those skirts
have stopped that." ical Jteview or it. views has offered a
"The model of the oldest
lamp, perhaps in the world. What 1
have got Is the metallic burner or
wick holder."
Then a little further on in the let-
ter which describes the relic are the
dates of the issuing of the patents.
One is January 16, 1883, and the other
is August 17, 1897. It is altogether
likely that the sender of the letter
INSURANCEANNOUNCEMENT!
AS THE BYSTANDERSEES IT.
It has not been the habit of the present governor of this state to be
rattled or frightened at ultimatums, and they have been handed to him be-
fore, but this one just promulgated is of so serious a nature that it seems
impossible that he will let it pass without immediate and most serious at-
tention.
The attacks on the officials of the state who have been doing their duty
and have brought to light those things that do not appear to be a credit to
the counties which have been mentioned in the reports, are among the
amusing things in the recent journalistic history of the state.
This is not a political matter and the citizens of Xew Mexico do not so
regard it.
It is simply the action of officials who were acting In the line of their
duty, and if the results of the investigations reflect on anyone, it is only
the fault of those who are brought into the public view by means of the
examination of the books and the records.
Abuse and slander will not help the authors of it to gain the respect and
the confidence of the people of the state.
did not know the significance of the
figures and the letters which were so
easily decipherable by the colonel and
that the dates and the letters accom-
panying the prize were ones of won
der, and that they were regarded as
something that only added to the
value of the "oldest oil burner."
Sad, but true 1b it that the Panama
exposition visitors are not to see this
remarkable relic of antiquity, and that
the world at large Is not to know of
On Thursday Next.
On Thursday next the newsboys of
Santa Fe are to have their annual feed
at the Montezuma hotel where Mr. and
Mrs. Dorau will continue the custom
which they established when they
took charge of the popular hostelry
over which they now preside.
The boys will have all that the oth-
er folks have and that they will enjoy
MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Proprietor of the
MONTEZUMA BILLIARD PARLORS,
Has Eagajred at a Great Expense,
MARCUS CATTON,
Son of the Famous
"BILLY" CATTON,
who will manage his billiard par-
lors and Instruct trtose desiring to
learn the game. All new tables,
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
lounging room Ijr those who cater
to the pastime.
FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS
The Best That Can be Bought I
AT ANY PRICE
Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use in-
surance get the best, as it is
the cheapest, and
ALWAYS SEE
FRANK M. JONES,
Office United States Bank Bulldin
(FIRST FLOOR)
ONE REASON.
Edward Morris died in Chicago the other day at the age of 47. He had itne feast goes without saying. I re
its existence at all. It is never to shed
its light in the beautiful building
which the board of managers has pro-
vided for the state exhibits on the ex-
position grounds.
call that of last year when they sat
down to all the good things that the
season afforded and filled their little
carcasses up to the very limit.
This action of Mr. and Mrs. Doran
is a pretty custom and one that is car
EVERYONE WELCOME I
AMONG THE EDITORS.
ried out in other places than Santa Fe
who has purchased the Insurmmmmmmmmm
amassed a fortune of from forty to fifty millions. He was a prominent meat
packer and the head of one of the big packing firms in this country.
When we recall that his was but one of many such firms and that the
others furnished as great wealth to the heads of their companies, Is there,
after all, so much wonder that the people of the country are paying a price
for their meat that is almost prohibitive?
There has been offered one excuse after another for the constantly in-
creasing cost of meat, and the blame has been laid at the door of the cattle
raisers and the farmer, but when we read of the great wealth of the men
who are engaged in the packing business, In the big cities, where these mon-
strous plants flourish, can we not see one reason at least why the cost of
living in this one department has been greatly Increased?
This looks like one of the unjust things that we are facing at the pres-
ent time when the attention of the people is being directed to the inequali-
ties that exist in so many phases of life, and it looks like one of the things
ance Business of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines.I
Remember?
Remember how you used to keep
away from the sunshine last summer?
Willard Record.
It's Safer.
I La Salle Hotel goodcompanies,goed protectionII
and has become a feature in many of
the larger cities of the country. It is
just one of those acts that tells of
kindness and the desire to bring a lit-
tle pleasure to those who may not be
able to get it iu just this way, and it
appeals to that part of the masculine
nature which has always been said to
I
CHARLEY GANN, Prop'r WOODY'S STAGE LINE
It may be exhileratlng to hunt
ducks in an aeroplane, but it seems
to us that it would be safer to be the
duck. Springer Stockman.
Don't Worry.
Don't worry. The human race has
struggled with the taxation question
be the controlling one, whether the
charge is a just one or not. At all
events when the boys sit. down at the
tables in the Montezuma dining room
next Thursday, we all know that they
that ought to be investigated and, if necessary, regulated.
We are not speaking from the standpoint of the agitator, and have no
desire to be placed in that category, but we are calling attention to a matter
that seems of public iumportance and one which affects a very large pro-
portion of the citizens of the country.
It is not just that a few should be enriched, as these men have been,
NIXOLA GREELEY-SMITH- .
prize of $1000 to the mother and
father who shall produce this 100 per
cent infant.
According to the mathematical
theory of eugenics, the 100 per cent
baby can result only from the mar-
riage of a 100 per cent father and an
equally perfect mother. So any young
European Plan.
Meals At All Hours.
Elegant Rooms In Connec-
tion. Steam Heat,
Electric Lights and Baths.
are going to have a mighty good time. since the world began and still lives.
Raton Range.mere are certain days of the year
at the expense of the many, ana inequalities sucn as mis suouia oe permiueu when we all of us have the feeling Inconsistency.that we would like to do something Another example which goes to
From
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.'
Leaves Barranca on the arrival
the north bound train and arrlvaa at
Taoa at 7 p- - m.
Ten mllee ahorter than any other
way. Good covered hacxa ana fooa
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Tsamafurnlahed commercial man o take In
the aurroundlni town. Wlra Cmhudv
station.
RATES: 75c and $1.00 PER DAY. 1
MUSIC for DINNER and SUPPER 1
241 San Francisco Street. fj
Near S. W. Corner Plaza,
mJKmsjnKJKKWiw
to exist here.
There is too much actual want for the necessaries of life among those
who want to work and want to make good citizens and who are struggling
along to the best of their ability, but who are held back and almost shut
off from a chance because the living cost has been so constantly going up,
and because it can be controlled by a few who do not care, as long as they
are prospering and piling up wealth like the young man who has JtiBt died,
leaving his forty or fifty millions.
for the ones who would especially ap-
preciate it and to whom it would bring
pleasure and satisfaction. Thanksgiv-
ing is one of those days and the other
one in especial is the day the kids
look forward to for three hundred and
sixty-fiv- e days, for they begin to look
forward to next Christmas before the
show the infernal ill fitness of things:
The baby sleeps through the day
soundly and well and has insomnia all
night. Clovis Journal.
Doesn't Matter.
The Dayton Informer figures it out
that there is $200 an acre In raising
tomatoes in the Pecos valley, and if
that estimate is correct, it doesn't
matter about the oil wells. Roswell
News.
Preferred List.
man or woman who wishes to apply
for the $1000 prize it is to be paid in
two installments of $500 each, the first
at the time of the super-marriag- the
second at the birth of the super-bab-
must send, with an application to
Frederick H. Robinson, 206 Broadway,
a history of his family for three gener-
ations. To qualify for the prize the
applicant must establish his mental,
moral and physical fitness.
"Beauty won't count," Mr. Robin-
son observed when he outlined his
plan for the eugenic baby. Mr. Rob-
inson is the president of the fund with
Dollars jyith
Sand on Them
one on hand has wholly passed. To
the older folks these days have a dif-
ferent view, of course, but they can
be made sweet to all. I am glad thatI: mm mmApparently there must have been a
"preferred list" in San Miguel county
also, when money could bo drawn tne seven league name. What we
are seeking," he continued, "is health- -from the county funds and taxes of
those receiving the cash still delin-
quent. Belen News.
If They Would.
If some of the business men in this
town who at present are in such dire
straits', and there is more than one in
moral, mental and physical. Of
course, after we have found a man
nnd woman who can meet all the re-
quirements of the board of examiners,
which will be made up of men and
Is not this one reason for the present trouble?
0
JESSIE WILSON'S CHOICE.1
There used to be curiosity at a wedding over the kind of woman whom
the bridegroom picked to be the mother of his children; but in this white
house affair it is equally interesting to know what kind of chap the bride
has chosen to be the father of her family.,
All the Wilsons seem to be wholesome and canny folk; but while a lot
of persons are talking eugenics here comes Jessie Wilson with one of the
best demonstrations of it that the country has ever seen.
For her young man is not only clean, stalwart and upstanding, with a
fine ancestry behind him, but he also has, what is not less Important, the
right outlook upon the future.
Frank Sayre was born to a wad and If he had been an average lad It
probably would have spoiled him. It's a mighty big testimonial that he has
come through this severest of tests without being singed.
When he had got through college where he hadn't been either a molly-
coddle or a hellion, but just a wholesome fellow, equally ready for study or
play there was in front of him the problem which all youngsters have to
face: "What shall I do with my life?"
Sayre could have gone in for business and had money or prestige to push
him along. But business looked pretty selfish to one who already had
enough.
Or he could have gone in, as Harry Thaw did, for sordid indulgence. But
lie didn't want to rot.
So he decided instead to go in for service. And his first move was to
women phpsiclans. the problem willthat fix, would use plenty of printers' still remain of making them fall in
the thoughtfuiness of Mine Host Dor-
an and his wife is going to bring hap-
piness and fullness to a portion, at
least, of the youngsters of this city.
Lincoln Liked It.
1 do not know why, in particular,
we should like a thing, or rather like
to try a thing just because some one
who has been distinguished, has tried
it and thought it fine.
I saw the other day a recipe for
lemon-custar- pie which was the one
that Lincoln always .liked. It is re-
called by the fact that the 50th anni-
versary of his Gettysburg speech wasjust celebrated and anything that has
to do with the great character is of
interest.
Mrs. Nancy Breedlove, now living at
Owosso, Michigan, is the one who tells
the tale of the pie and she is the one
who used to make it for him when
ink, instead of cutting out his little ad
INSURANCE
Fire, Life, Accident'
Plate Olass, Etc. Etc
REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms
Ranches, Orchards
Land Orants, Etc
Surety Bonds
Don't we often wish they made
them that way when we see
how they slip through our fin-
gers?
It takes shrewd buying to
make an income show a surplus
in these days of our old friend,
the High Cost of Living-- .
Shrewd buying means pur-
chasing the right thtngs at the
right time and at the right
price.
That's where advertising in
live dally newspapers like THE
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
serves you well.
It keeps you posted on "what's
what" and "when's when."
Advertising rightly used helps
to put sand on your dollars so
you can hold on to them better.
vertising space, he would soon have a
different story to tell. Las. Cruces
Citizen.
The Last Resort.
That San Francisco professor is in
love with each other. We will intro-
duce them and hope for the best.
"If they don't like each other, that
will end matters, for love is a very im-
portant factor in the production of
i he super-baby- .
"Is there any age limit to the con-
test?" I inquired. "You know Dr.
Gorton, father of the 'eukenic twins,'
of Brooklyn, was more than eighty at
the time of his marriage."
"That was a freak of nature," Mr.
Rcbinson replied. "Generally speak
bad for criticising President Wilson's
policy concerning Mexico. The gentle-
man is not in any sense a high brow;
he lowers himself to the level of those
who believe war the one remedv to
she kept a hotel down in Illinois and right wrongs, forgetting that war is
the last resort of the unthinking, or
worse. Rock Island Tribune.
Taft'a Plan.
ing, the best age for marriage, from
a eugenic standpoint, Is between 20
Of All Kinds.
Telephone M W., Room 24
LAUGHUN BUILDING,
SANTA PE NEW MEXICO!
H President Taft announces himself and 25 for a woman and between 25
Abe used to come there and eat this
pie and she wrote the recipe out for
him and he afterward told her that he
had it often at the White House for
desert.
I am giving the recipe for those to
try who want an historic pie which
has been given the stamp of approval
by no less a character than Abraham
Lincoln himself.
as being in favor of running Sulzer
and Harry Thaw on the Progressive
ticket for president and vice presi-
dent. Bill ought to be some authority
volunteer to help Sir Wilfred Grenfell in the latter 8 work amoug the unfor-
tunate natives of Labrador.
Next he took up law to see how he could make it serve the ends ol
justice. He is struggling in Its meshes now and doubtless finding how hard
the task is to make it and justice match. Report has it that he has already
decided he can do better work as a trainer and inspirer of young men and
that, therefore, he will try being an assistant to the president of Williams
college who needs some one to ilook after the boys while he pursues the
dollars.
It's the 6pirit, however, rather than the details of the young man's career
that counts. He wants to be useful, he wants to be unselfish, he wants to
lend a hand.
Tea, we guess Jessie's made a good choice. Anyhow, the folks all wish
her well.
0
It is said in the dispatches that the American egg Is popular abroad. It
Is popular enough here, too, but the only thing we do not like about it is
that it Is too difficult to get hold of. Maybe It is the high-tone- d figure by
which It Is quoted that makes it seem worth while abroad.
and 30 for a man, but we won't set
any age limit in the eugenic baby con-
test. Any man or woman, irrespective
of birthdays, who comes nearest to
passing a 100 nper cent examinatlo
will win the $1000 prize. I believe that
a woman's choice of a father for her
children should be absolutely
'
on ludicrous candidates. Gallup Re
publican.Here it is:
Two-third- s of a cup of water, one
Not Affect 'Em.
The income tax which went into
the first of the month did not af
Fspanola Livery Barn
LEESE & LOFTUS, PROPS.
Good Teams, Rigs and
Drivers at all times at
teacup of sugar, the yolks of three or
four eggs; grated rind and Juice of Mr. Robinson added earnestly! "Atone lemon; one tablespoonful of corn
starch; fill a pie shell and bake in a
reet this community. Had the mini-
mum annual income been placed at
ten per cent of the $3,000 many of us
would not have been effected. It is
very disagreeable to be poor but some
PRIVATE
AMBULANCE SERVICE
A new and Up-to-d- ate
Ambulance for the
Transfer of Invalids
Day or Night at Rea-
sonable Prices.
C. A. RISING,
Phone 130 Main.
hot oven. Beat up the whites of the
eggs separately to a stiff froth, mix live and let live prices.
the present Ime her selection is ham-
pered and limited by the fact that she
has to seek a good provider as well as
a good father. 'This has done a great
deal to injure the quality of the hu-
man baby, because it not only limits a
woman's choice in the first instance.
in three tablespoonsful of sugar and times that condition saves us worrv
and trouble. Columbus Courier.
B
It Is said that some scientist has found an estoconus in this state.
Webster evidently did not know what this was or he would have said some-
thing about it. New Mexico has had some peculiar things within its borders,
but it never expected to have an estoconus.
Closest Route to Cliff Dwellings.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
Phone Livery, : : : Espanola, N.
spread over pie. Bake to a nice brown.
It certainly sounds good and coming
at just this season of the year when
we are thinking of the good things to
Ads. alwaysNew Mexican Want
bring results. Try It. - (Continued On Page Seven.)
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FRATERNAL SOCIETIES ;AILING WOMENIDOES NOT PROTECT W0? WANTSOF HAULINGALL THINGS MASONIC.Montezuma LodgeTO WOMENIS YOURS Aase of "Merves?"
Sashes, dizziness, fainting Bpelis, backache, headache,
bearing-dow- n pains, nervousness all are symptoms of irregularity
and female disturbances and are not beyond relief.
OF MIDDLE AGE A
Washington, I). C Nov. 20. The FOR KENT 10 room house oppo-
site HlUs opera house. Bath electric
lights and range. O. (.'. Watson & Co.
THERE IS AN EVIDENT CONTRAST 'jfe of liorses and automobiles M
Tuirru mr , ......... niay be increased and the cost of haul- -
' IWrS. nil&ert 1 ells Or Her LhS- -
No. 1, A F. & A. M
Regular communi-
cation fltit Monday
of each month at
Masonic Hall at
7:30.
II
"Dr.
Pierce's
tressing Symptoms During
Change of Life and How
She Found Relief.
FOR KENT Three or six room
house, furnished or unfurnished. Ap-
ply D. S. l.owiuki, 226 San Francisco.
IWttrl IHt rltUltLllUn Uf Wmm ing reduced, according to the office of
RIGHTS AND PROPERTY RIGHTS--T- r(ad8' of the Department of Asricul- -
lture' by '''
old roadsWUIPPINP PflQT libUJJLU. and the more scientiflc laying out of
:iiew ones. The natural tendency in
i E. R. PAUL, W. M.
'CHAS. E. LINNEY. Secretary.
Favorite Prescription
is that of a famous physician unusually experiencedin the treating of women's peculiar ailments. For
forty years it has been recommended to suffering
womankind. Thousands of women can bear witness
to its beneficial qualities. Perhaps its aid is all that
is required to restore to you perfect health and stren(rth.Now is the time to act, write Dr. R. V. Pierce's, Buffalo.
Santa Fe Chapter No j F0R , SAIf iF"ill" Ending
1, R. A. M RegulatFleetwood. Pa.
" Duringthe Change,
of Life I was hardly able t- - be around
puiuu, iiiunn mus, lluliuy CIIUHH, Mil-
ling room set, etc. Call between 3 anaconvocation second
road building is to build a straight
road, whether it goes over steep hills
or grades or not, and pulling over
these grades naturally adds to the
wear and tear on horses and vehicles.
The doctrine of the office of roads
at all. I always had
tlty Gilson Gardner.)
Washington, 1J. ('., Xov. 20. Con-
trary to the exibtiug impression, the
constitution of the United Stales does
not protect citizens of the states from
"cruel and unusual punishment." The
I AM NOW CURED month!5 "alistco Will sell atMonday of each la bargain, horses, mirry, light wagon,at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p, m.
is that the longest way around may
a neaaacne and J
was so dizzy and nor- - j
vous that I had no
rest at night. The
flashes of heat were
so bad sometimes
Mrs. Dominic Rodgcrs, of San Francisco, Calif , writes :I take pleasure in your wonderful remedies, and
wish to ep.y in behalf of your 'Fuvorite Prescription' and GoldenMedical Discovery' that through tiieir dfo I am now cured of tha
various troubles that a womnn is heir to. Tnuse remedies cured
me when others failed and I therefore reaolve to take no outer.
1 thank you for your advice."
YOUR DRUGGIST CAW SUPPLY YOU
IN LIQUID OK TABLE1? FORM
",n,u,uK , a uu "" often be the shortest and most econo-
J. A. MASSIE,
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, H. P
Secretary.
as state taws are coneernea.jun omfca, way onMi tj1It frptlie,ltIyMrs. Hodgers . - u,. Ul i,BUU,. by jjniidttiK a highway around a hill
i ms is me siguiucain laci uiougui that I did not know
what to do.
"One day a friend
buggy, motorcycle, farm and canton
tools too numerous to mention. Dr. A.
.1 Casner.
fore the register and receiver, I'. S.
land oliic-- at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
Dec. 9, 1013.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Placido Chavez, Einilio Delgado,
.Melutiiades Martinez, Juan Montoya
y Lopez, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register.
i out by the protest resolution intro-jduee- d
into the house last week by
Representative Evans, of Montana.
or grade, but little appreciable dis-
tance is added and this is more than
offset by the reduced strain of haul-
ing.
At any rate, the office of roads is
advised me to takeNEWS OF THE STATE
Santa Ke Commanflery
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Moa
day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
P. m.
; Mi. Evans wanted to demonstrate to j Lydia E. Pinkham's jVoire table Com- - i
pound and it made me a strong well wo- -
man. I am very thankful that I foi- - e. cWESLEY O. CONNER. JK
the country that the constitutional
prohibition against cruel and unusual
j punishments has no meaning when a
state chooses to violate it. Ills reso-
lution directed the attorney general
has not been one of the best. Helen
News.
now taking special pains to hake clear
the economic advantage of avoiding
steep grades in their roads, even at
some sacrifice of better land. Investi-
gation shows that the laying of such
lowed my friend's advice and I shall W. E. GRIFFIN. Recorder.
recommend it as long as I live. Before ... -- -- ,.
Makes Rabbits Pay.
R. C. "Bunny" Woodward, tha rab-
bit king of the Southwest, is daily
receiving orders for rabbits. He has
just received a proposition from a
---
"" NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Santa Fo Lodge of Per-- Department .of the Interior,:to bring an injunction proceeding roads over hills has resulted more teciiou .o. i, inn an--
Good Story Spoiled.
The inhabitants around Pinos Wells
have been- - greatly excited over the ap- -
United States Land Office.against the state of Delaware to stop
I took the Compound I was always
sickly and now I have not had medicine
from a doctor for years. You may pub-
lish my letter." Mrs. Edward B. Hil-ber- t,
Fleetwood, Pa.
from attention to the preservation of
farm lines than from scientific attenthe whipping of two negro convictslarge land owner, who says he will gree.
Ancient and Ac- - j aanta N M- 0ct 30
cepted Scottish Rite ol . Nolice )s npreby R,VPn t)lat ie fo.ITra fRB(inrv mailt. rv . ... ....pay him a bounty on all rabbits kil- - Pearance of a giant In the mountains: at the county jail at Newcastle, Dela
nvvinu-namf- I' .'tmmnf h:iw f oil nn.ted. Mr. Woodward says he favors the near tnat place. "Jack, the Giant Kil- - ware. These men had been sentenced
proposition, and if he can ge'. enough iler" iB nothing In its description of thejto 14 and 11 years, respectively, in jail the third Monday of each month at tice of his Intention to make final1 , , .:, ' B " " Proof in support of his claim under
tion to the problem of road building.
According to the testimony of
farmers consulted, where a horse
might be able to pull 4,000 pounds on
a level road, It would have difficulty
In pulling 3,000 pounds up a steep hili.
The size of the load, therefore, tends
ui. v it mug scuuiba ixiivof thein he will sell the rabbits atS'.c a dozen, and the hides to some
hat establishment. Roswell News.
fiantas compared with the giant of foi burglary, and in addition to forty
the Cerro de Pinos. lashes apiece on the bare back. Tha
The giant waB noticed by many peo- - sentence was divided by order of the
pie promenading in the mountains, court for fear the men could not stand
He seemed to be gathering precious a single application. The second
and was armed with a giant stallment of the lashing was delivered
Masons are cordially invited to attend.
E. C. ABBOTT, 32',
Venerable Master
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
B. P. O. E.
to be measured by the grade, of the
Such warning symptoms as sense of
suffocation, hot (lashes, headaches, back-
aches, dread of impending evil, timidity,
sounds in the ears, palpitation of the
heart, sparks before the eyes, irregu-
larities, constipation, variable appetite,
weakness and inquietude, and dizzineps,
are promptly heeded by intelligent wo-
men who are approaching tha period in
life when woman's great change may
be expected.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound invigorates and strengthens the
female organism and builds up the weak-
ened nervous system. It has carried
many women safely through this crisis.
staff, or spear. There is a differenc?
sections 1U and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats. 470) and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Cotnr., at Cuba, N. M., on Dec. 9,
1913, viz: John V. Akers of Santa
Fe, N. M., lor the lot 1, Sec. 8, lot 1
and 2 and SW'f NW4 Sec. 9, T. 21 N,
R 1 V., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
largest hill on the road to market.
In a number of cases actual experiment
shows that the relocating of roadsof opinion as to how tall the PinosWells giant is, but it is generally con-
ceded that he is more than ten feet
on Saturday, November 15.
In response to his letter to the at-
torney general calling on him to take
any action possible to stop this cruel
punishment, Mr. Evans received a re
around hills has been accomplished
Thrown From Wagon.
H. M. Martin, junior member of the
firm of Martin and Bond, of near Pasa-mont-
was in Clayton the first of the
week. He started home Wednesday
morning, and in some manner was
thrown from his wagon and came very
near being killed. He was brought to
town and received medical attention,
and at last reports was doing as well
as could be expected. It is not thought
either with no addition in road lengti
Santa Fe IidgeNo
460, B. P. O. E.
lioldm Its regulat
leistop. on the sec-
ond and fourtb
Wednesday cf eacb
month. VI I t Ine
high.
It is said that he would pause in his
walks and shade his eyes with his
ply from the attorney general which; aw 0f onv few fppt tn t)lo
stated. "The supreme court has re-
peatedly held that the prohibition
against the infliction of cruel and tin-
way, in others. The office knows of no
case where a properly road
which has cut out grades hitn led tn
hand and gaze into the valley bplow,
as if longing for someone to devour.
possession of said tract for twenty
j years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz.:
Reyes Lucero, Henrique Valdez, J.
J.I. Salazar, E. A. Altera, all of Cuba,
IN. M.
!he will suffer any bad effects from his
injuries. Clayton News.
usual punishments contained in thejany question as to its material redue-eight-
amendment to the constitution jtion of hauling costs. j tana. .Much cloudiness is present
throughout the western country nml
brothers are lnvlt
ed and welcome.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Exalted Ruler,
C. H. WILSON
Secretary
does not extend to states, but applies
only to the federal government."
The effect of this is to leave tlw j
states free to apply the whipping post,
, rain has occurred in parts of New j
J Mexico, Arizona, western Colorado,!
Utah, Nevada, California, Oregon,
THE WEATHER
and presented a very startling and
dramatic appearance. Searching
parties, heavily armed, were organized
and an onward march made to do bat-
tle with this human monster.
When the armed force advanced on
the giant, he proved to be Tom Rap-koch-
brother of the Willard postmas-
ter. Tom was up in the mountains
or for that matter the branding iron,
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea-
son under the laws and regulations of
the interior department, why such
proof should not be allowed will be
About the Limit.
While on his way to his ranch near
Kingston, Ed Armer, the goat king,
had a painful accident. He was thrown
from his wagon and bruised his hand
and foot. The accident took place on
Saturday last, November 1st, the an-
niversary of two other painful acci-
dents. Some years ago Mr. Armer
Sunta Fe Camp
13514, M. W. A.
Jneels first Tuesday
the rack, the thumbscrews, or any-
thing else they please. The state of
Washington, Idaho and Wyoming.
From 37 to 58 degrees was the Temperatures continue ratlipr high,
range of temperature here yesterday, but inclined downward west of the
the average relative humidity was 52 Rockies. The eastward movement of
percent. The precipitation for the the storm should give this section
24 hours ending at 6 a. m. today was j snow and cold weather tonight, with
0.01 of an inch of rain. Yesterday was ' probably snow flurries Friday.
Delaware has continued the ancient ft each month, Odd!giVen an opportunity at the above--seeking geological specimens, arrowheads and looking at the hierogly-
phics written on the rocks by the In
practice of whipping prisoners since
colonial days. Its state constitution
adopted' in 1897 prohibits "cruel" pun
pi.iiowh nan. Ms-- . mentioned time and place to cross-exitin-
neighbors wel- - aralne the witnesses of said claimant
Cmi-'- - land tn offer ovlrtunra in fnearly chopped off his foot with anidians of years ago. When he stood a partly cloudy day with a mean ternishments. The state has done awayon the high iledges, those below had A. G. W1IITTIKR, Consul
P. ROBINSON, Clerk.A. &
that submitted by claimant,
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register.
peratnre of 11 degrees aliove the nor-
mal. A light rain began at 5:05 a. m. j
this morning and it was followed by j
snow which melted as It fell. i
The temperature at 8 a. m. today
HOTELARRIUALS.
De Vargas.
it. H. Newhopp, Haiti more.
F. D. McCune, Denver.
an exaggerated idea of his height and with the ducking stool, the pillory, the
soon had the report about that a giant j slocks and other relics of the early
inhabited the mountains. The tall f colonial days. But whipping on the
staff proved to be a rifle. !bare back is not considered as a cruel
This ends the story of the mountain Punishment in Delaware,
giant, and Tom is quietly teaching 1,1 striking contrast to the lack of
Bchool at Pinos Wells. Willard Rec- - Protection which the federal constitu- -
axe and last year he was hurt by a
fall. He says that he will sure take
out an accident policy and that here-
after he will spend November 1st in
bed. He is stopping now at the Or-
chard Hotel awaiting the return of
Mrs. Armer from her swing around the
southern fairs where she has been ex-
hibiting some fine goats, making a
number of sales and advertising the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
jDepartment of the Interior, U. S. Land
.1.
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879, Brother
hood of Amen
can Yoemen,
Meets second
and fourth Mon-
S. Hunter, Kansas Citv.
H. D. Moulton, City.ord. i'on (as interpreted by the suprem.?
Office nt Santa Fe. N. M.. Novem-
ber ti, 1913.
(Republication)
Notice is hereby given that Fran- -
L. C. Collins, City.
.1. C. Duncan, St. Joe.
was 4o degrees in Santa Fe. In other
cities It, was as follows:
Amarillo, 46; Bismarck, 32; Boise,
38; Cheyenne, 30; Dodge City, 44;
34; Flagstaff, 26; Grand Junc-
tion, 42; Helena, 38; Kansas City, 66;
Lander, 30; Los Angeles, 50: Modena,
36; Oklahoma, 64; Phoenix, 48; Port-
land, 36; Pueblo, 32; Rapid City, 40;
Roseburg, 38; Roswell, 46; Salt Lake,
high standard of Sierra county An-
goras. Hillsboro Free Press. the Icisco Mora, of Cuba, N. M., who madedays ofJames Fay and wife. Farmitigtou.BEAUTY WON'T COUNTIN CONTEST
court) affords to human beings, is the
ample protection extended to property
rights. The fourteenth amendment,
for instance, contains the provision
"nor Bhall any state deprive any per-
son of life, liberty, or propetiy, with
month at thelBma" holding claim No. 5277, serial
Fireman's Hall. iNo- 015207, for Lot 1, Section 21, Lots
H. Foreman. R. L. Baca, i4 5 alld fi. Section 16,. Township 21 N.,
Cor. Sec, David Gonzale. Range 1 W., N. M. P. Meridian, haB
(Continued from page six,)
l tiled notice of Intention to make small
Santa Fe Lodge holding proof to establish claim to the
No. 2, Knights of lland above described, before Juan C.
out due process of law." It is under
this provision that the federal courts
huve repeatedly interfered to save
pioperty rights. It is under this pro-vsio-
that public service corporations
Do Beets Pay.
The beet harvest Is now !u full
swing and four carloads of beets a
day are being' sent from here to the
sugar factory at Garden City, Kan.
The value of the beets is $1200 a day,
which is being distributed among Max-
well farmers.
About one half of the beets have
but it tends to restrict her to that
choice, no matter how foolish it may
prove to have been.
"Under prevailing social conditions
many children are born that should
never come into the world at all. They
Pythias meets Sandoval, IT. S. Commlsioner, at Cuba,
42; San Francisco, 42; Spokane, 34;
Tonopah, 36; Wiiliston, 28; Winnetnuc-ca-,
36.
Local Data.
Highest temperature this date last
year, 49; lowest, 22. Extreme this
date, 41 years record, highest, 65 in
1878; lowest, 4 In 1906.
Forecast.
always appeal to the courts to pre-
vent the imposition of reasonable
C. E. Jones, Denver.
Charles Carruth, Antonita.
J. O, Seth, Albuquerque.
.1. A. Simmons, Jackson, X. M.
F. G. New, Glorieta. N. jr.
W. H. Rltter, Albuquerque.
Montezuma.
R. A. Peifer, Milwaukee.
.T. E. McKeel, El Paso.
W. Cockrell, El Paso.
J. B. Reynolds, Albuquerque.
Max Ilerzstein, Albuquerque.
R. A. Hart. Salt Lake.
S. Wittert, Scranton, Pa.
C. R. Hamilton, Diiver.
L. SpssrI, Kansas City.
E. B. Atwood, Albuquerque.
Jos. M. LaRose, Chicago.
F. ,T. Spaltenstein, Chicago.
P. J. Dougherty, Los Angeles.
are the offspring of drunkards or rotes and charges for service, claim
every Second and
Fourth Friday of
the month at 8
o'clock p. m.
Meeting In R.
of P. Hall over
Kaune's store.
All visiting
Knights are most
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Snow
and colder tonight; probably snow
N
.M., on the 12th day of December,
1913.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his actual, continuous, adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Tranquilino Romero, Jose Andres
Arcbibeque, Celso Sandoval, Felipe
Salazar, all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who deBlres to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial
moral imbeciles whose wives continue
to live with them through fear or from
their lack of training to make a living
for themselves. It is my opinion that,
other things being equal, the woman
who earns her own living makes the
best mother, because Bhe, among all
ing that lowering rates will amount to
"taking property without due process
of law." The courts have always been
solicitous about such "violations" of
the constitution, but when it comes to
the question of protecting helpless
prisoners against lashings on the bare
back, the courts are helpless, and the
been dug, and unless the force is
greatly increased, it will be well along
in December before the work is finish-
ed.
The reports on sugar contents re-
ceived have been very satisfactory as
a rule, and some very high testa have
bten returned. The average for the
tract last season was higher than any
other district in the United States,
and based upon reports so far receiv-
ed, this enviable position will be re
cordially Invited.
H. F. STEPHENS, C. C.
A. REINGARDT, K. of R. and 8.
flurries Friday.
For New Mexico: Tonight clearing
and colder; Friday generally fair,
colder in southeast portion.
Conditions.
The barometer continues low over
the plains region and the Rocky moun-
tains, with centers of lowest pressure
over northern New Mexico and Mon- -
women, has the most unfetted choice
of a husband.''
This must not be laken to mean
that the sociological fund committee FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.Lodge No. 259, holds Its regular
For nuick results,
little "WANT." i meeting on me nrst i nursaay oi eacotained by the Maxwell growers.
Maxwell Mail.
reason under the laws and regulations
of the interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the d
time and place to cross-examin-e
the witnesses of said claim-
ant and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register.
government cannot Interfere because
the courts have held that the prohib-
ition against the infliction of cruel and
unusual punishments does not apply
t state laws.
Representative Franklin Brcckson,
of Delaware, came to the rescue of
mediaevalism on the floor of the house
on Friday in a speech which defended
the infliction of beatings on the bare
backs of human beings, and showed
that the infliction of such punish-
ments is neither "cruel" nor "un
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m
Visiting brothers are Invited and wel
come.
BENITO ALARID, President.
CAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
Jimmy Shinned It,
On Thursday afternoon a number of ANOTHER WHITE HOUSE BRIDE.
will limit its choice to the super-mothe- r
to those applicants who earn their
own living. Provided she can qualify
mentally, morally and physically, the
girl who wins the prize may be blonde
or brunette, tall or short, blue-eye- d or
brown-eyed- . She may work in a shop
or a factory or she may help her
mother at home. It doesn't matter to
the seekers after the super-baby- , pro-bide- d
her examination papers are
marked 100 per cent.
ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2. I. O. O. F.
Santa Fe Lodge
meets regular!)Js TS
" W II
For quick results, a
little "WANT."usual." He had a stack of books
two
feet high from which he quoted vol
small boys were playing on the vacant
lot just east of the First Natinal bank
building. One of the little fellows no-
ticed a sewer vent pipe running up the
wall back of Muirhead's establishment
and immediately called out to the rest:
"Who can climb it?" "Me, me," came
the response from Tialf a dozen whose
ages ranged from 4 to 6 years. They
all took a turn but had to give it up
as a bad Job, no one ascending more
than ten feet. Just as the last boy
very Thursday evening at 8 o'clockl tAA T."V, u. it v-- -- ... . . .umes of opinions and decisions to susAmong the committee which has the j u iruu i ciiuwh xiaii. vigHinff orour
contest In charge are Mrs. O. H. P. era always welcome.
Belmont, Mrs. William K. Vanderbilt,
Eugene Mrieux, author of "Damaged
Goods," and Norman Hapgood, eidtor PROFESSIONAL CARDS
tain his position. His speech, how-
ever, did not appear to convince many
that lashings on the bare skin are a
desirable form of punishment of pris-
oners. Representative Smith, of New
York, wanted Brockson to explain how
it was, if whipping tended to reduce
crime, that nevertheless six whippings
cl Harper's Weekly,slid down in disgust Jimmy Lovelady, ATTORNEYS AT LAW.1he son of Mr. and Mrs. j
t. : l !!? Eilrrmi ! ORNATE BOXES FOR
UNCLE SAM'S MAIL iin one day occur in the "little state ofDelaware."
Representative Moon, of Tennessee,
wanted to know if the pillory, the A. T., & S. F. R'V
EDWARD P. DAVIES, .
City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building,
Rooms 17-1- 8
Santa Fe, New M ex let
Chat. F, Easley, . Chas. R. Easley
EASLEY A EA'iLF.Y,
Attorneynt aw,
without saying a word went over to
the pipe, grabbed hold of it and in ten
minutes skinned clear to the top, a
distance of over thirty feet, while the
little fellows below looked on with
amazement.
Jimmny is now the undisputed
Washington, Nov. 20. Utility and
beauty combined will mark the new
letter boxes which Postmaster-Genera-l
Burleson has just ordered for use
in cities when the demand arises.
The Postmaster-Genera- l ordered 10,- -
TIME TABLE
To Effective January 1st, 1913
stocks, the ducking stool, and crop-
ping ears still is used in Delaware as
a form of punishment.
Mr. Brockson quoted from Exodus
to show that the Bible sustains the
mincinle of an "eve for eye." etc. He
champion climber of his age In
Tucumcari Sun. Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. te con
pioved by the chief of police of Wil-
mington that whipping is a good thing
for the state. Then he proved it by
000 of the boxes, which are
and so constructed as to economize
time in the collection of mail.
Mr. Burleson, In casting about for
some method of speeding up collec
nect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Ft 12:10 p.
m.reading from Blackstone. Then he
read some more from the Bible, and
finished up by quoting the supreme
Practice In the Courts and Detr
Land Department
Land grants and titls examine.
Santa Fe, N. M., Branch Office, Estas
cla, N. M.
Q. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- ,
Practices in all the District Coorti
and gives special attention to cassi
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M
tions, discovered that the hand-pickin- g
method of extracting letter.? from the
No. 3 carries passengers to Albu
New Flour Mill There.
Southern Valencia county is to have
another flour mill in the immediate fu-
ture, the machinery having been al-
ready purchased for the same, and
active construction on the building
only awaits the surveying of a switch
by the Santa Fe. The new mill w':l
be located at Jarales, some seven
querque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.Boxes we9 costly.
"The principal feature of the new Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connoxes," he explained, "is the facility
w'th which they can bo emptied by
court decisions.
Against this flood of eminent au-
thority the house found itself power-
less, and lapsed into a dignified si-
lence of resignation until the ordeal
was over and the inevitable rollcall
was demanded by Jim Mann, the mi-
nority leader.
miles south of Belen. J. M. Garcia! Dial! collectnru whlxfi la
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
Albuquerque with "Cut-off- "
train for Clovls and cos Val-
ley pointi,
and Dolores Cordova are "the men be- - :hroueh nn-v- ,i Hrtoo h
hind the and while others willguns," j attachments into the open mail bagbe interested in a small way, Messrs.
Garcia and Cordova will own the larg
- A Tft2s-n&- - !fox - V i
DR. W. HUME BROWN.
Dentist.
Over Spits Jewelry Store, ...
Rooms 1, 2 and I.
Paone Red 6.
Office Honrs 8 s. m. te I p. m
And by Appointment.
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS.
On account of the changes made
neia underneath. One model of the
drop-botto- pattern is especiall;-adapte- d
for collectors using automo-biles."
- The new boxes will not be attached
to the sides of posts, as is the case
with the present boxes, but will be
placed on ornamental pedestals.
by the state board of equalization the
ta rolls of Santa Fe county will not
be available for collection of taxes
I NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
on time, however the attorney gen-
eral of New Mexico has given the
opinion that it is incumbent upon each
individual tax payer to call at the
er portion of the stock. A contract has
been entered with the manufacturers
of the machinery that they are to fully
equip the mill with the latest improv-
ed machinery and have charge of the
seme during the first year of operation.
' The deal involves between $12,000 and
115,000.
That this will prove a good thing
for the south end of the valley, is at-
tested by the fact that a great deal
of the wheat grown there has been
shipped for milling to Socorro, Albu-
querque and other places, only a Bmall
portion coming to Belen. Mr. Cordova
hlmBelf la a large grower of wheat,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Oct. 30, 1913.
Returning, arrive Santa Fa 6:05 p.
m.
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. te con-
nect with No. 7 westbound
El Paso sleeper, alee No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Sants Fe 1:36 p.
m.
Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. te con-
nect with No. 8 eastbound, end
No. westbound.
Returning, srrlve Santa Fe 11:1
a. m.
Call "Central" forTraln
Reports.
It is easy to understand why an In-
creasing number of bottles of Foley
Honey and Tar Compound is sold year Notice is hereby given that Clpriano j
ly. Thos. Verran, 286 Edward Street.
Houghton, Mich., gives an excellent
treasurer's office on or before De-
cember 1st, and express his willing-
ness to pay his taxes before he can
be relieved from the penalty imposed
by law. CELSO LOPEZ,
Treasurer and Collector.
reason when he writes: "Foley Honey
Chavez, of Santa Fe, N. M, who, on
Sept. 2d. 1908, made homestead entry
No. 01315 for SE4 NW4 NE4 SW4
NW4 SE4 SW4 NE4, section 3, town-
ship 17 N, range 9 E., N. M. P. Meri-
dian, has filed notice of intention te
make five year proof, to establish
MRS. ALICE ROOSEVELT LONGWORTH, THE DASHING ELDER
and Tar Compound has always proven
an effective remedy, quickly relieving
tickling in the throat, and stopping DAUGHTER OF AND MRS. THEODORE ROOSEVELT,
WHOSE WEDDING TO NICHOLAS LONGWORTH OF CINCINNATI WASnaving grown ana shipped some ttiA nniiffli with m. i , ... New Mexican Want Ads. alwaystwelve carloads this season, which he Capital Pharmacy. claim to the land above described, be--'bring results. Try It THE LAST TQ TAKE PLACE IN THE WHITE HOUSE.
PACE EIGHT SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1913.
OFFICIAL. WEST Uft FARMER
ASSAUITS HIS
WIFE'S GUESTF. ANDREWS
those of the whole civilized world are
at this time fixed on us. Your atti-
tude and your action shall Inform our
fellow citizens and future generations
whether we have been right in cling-
ing to our nationality, in placing na-
tional dignity above all base interests
of the moment, or if, on the contrary,
instead of the attitude of intense na
STATISTICS ON
NEW MEXICO'S
COMMON SCHOOLS Charleston, VV. Va Nov. 20. indica-tions today were that the trial of K.
FANCY WORK GOODS
Beautiful line of Sidmped
Linen and Stamped Art Cloth,
Cushion Topi and the Pillows
for same. Embroidery Sets and
Embroidery Floss In Royal So-
ciety, the D. M. C. and the Gre-
cian Silk Floss.
Crochet Cottons, Crochet and
Embroidery Needles.
MISS A. MUGLER
MILLINER
New Mexican Want Ads. always
bring results. Try it.
Grocery, Bakery and Market.
Aulo Delivery Every Hour! Auto Delivery Every Hour I
JUST RECEIVED
ANOTHER CAR OF
Famous Empress Flour
Graham Wilson, a wealthy farmer,
charged with assault by .Miss Kate
Turner, Mrs. Wilson's guest, would
be concluded tomorrow.
Heavily veiled, iliss Turner relat-
ed her version of the alleged attack j
in tones so low that only the court,
the lawyers and the jury could heari
j of the number and girls 406.
j Of the school buildings ten are own-'ed- ,
11 rented and two were loaned;
jail are constructed of adobe. Three
are reported in excellent condition,
;1S are good, and two are poor. Two
schools boast school libraries.
In U. S. Court.
The" case of the United States vs.
i Alva Cornell, ('. J. Parsons and Will-
iam E. Parsons, charged with stealing
a registered package containing $1900,
in old bills, will likely come up to-- j
'
morrow, before Judge Pope in the II.
8. district court. The Case of the II.
S. vs. James T. Fay, charged with vio-- ;
'
hating the internal revenue laws, oc- -
cupied the court's attention this morn- -
;ing. Judge John R. McFle Is defend-- i
ling
'
Fay.
Judge Pope disposed or the caseB
of the three Navajo Indians who sur-- j
rendered some days ago to TJ. S. Mar-ish-
Hudspeth while he was at Ship- -
rock. Clah Bega and At Do La plead-- !
ed guilty to the charge of rioting de
tional feeling, we should have receded
before reprovable interests and unwor-
thy ambitions.
"In giving you in the name of the re-
public the most cordial welcome, I
pray for the prompt arrival of the
hour in which all Mexicans may be
united in close fraternity, so that
we may devote our decided energies
to the great and fruitful task of re-
constructing our nation."
The school department statistician
has completed flgureH on the 191 ''
school year in Mora and Sandoval
counties, and summaries of these fig-
ures are given below:
Mora County.
There are 40 districts in the county
iand 60 school rooms. Two districts
have seven rooms each; one has three;
eIx have two, and 31 have one room
each. Of the Bthool buildings, two
;have seven rooms, one has three; four
have two and 35 have one.
Phone No. 4 ANDREWS PfaonNo-- 4
her testimony. She said that Wilson
who had been attending .horse show,
returned home the morning of June
6, and after breakfast invited her to
accompany him to a remote part of his
farm to look over some blooded cat-
tle. Arriving at the place, she said,
he forced her out of the buggy.
Slid returned with Wilson to the
house and later went to her home,
where she took her mother Into her
confidence. Dr. William Neil .later
was told and Wilson's arrest followed.
Penalty for the crime, on conviction,
is death.
The school census shows 4217
of school age. of which the boys
Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride, 8number 218". and the girls 2032. The
enrollment for the year total led 2348,
'boys 1:167 and girls 1181.
There were (10 teachers employed in
the county; 23 men and 37 women.
'Salaries paid ranged from $38 a month
to $S3. The total monthly payroll
iwas $:S0fif.7fl, of which the men teach-!er- s
received $1211.11, and the women
!J1S4!).59. The average monthly sal
claring at the same time they had
been drawn into the affair against
their wills. They were sentenced to
90 days in jail but the commitment
was withheld. De Net Chil he, the
third Indian, was released on his own
I recognizance. It is thought that the
return of the three Indians to the
MODERN AND
ALWAYS
LARGE LOBBY
AND VERANDAS
COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS
Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City
Ample facilities for large
and small banquets.
WHY A RECEIVER
WAS NEEDED
FOR THE FRISCO
1.1
,St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 20. The story
ary was $31.02. The monthly average
of the men teachers was $32.66 and of
the women $49.99.
The total paid teachers during, the
year was $17,900.87. The men teach-
ers received $7321, and the women
$10,379. The average yearly salary
was $298.34'. The yearly average for
the men teachers was $327, and for
the women $280.54. -
'of how the St. Louis and San Francis-- j
Co railroad was driven Into the hands
o;' receivers by the dream of "F.mpire"
reservation will make a favorable im-
pression on the eight fugitives who
are now stirring up the war depart-
ment.
j Judge Pope has been Invited to slt
on the circuit court of appeals in St.
Louis, leaving Santa Fe about Decem-jbe- r
6 and returning here in January.
Trade Marks Filed.
Trade marks filed in the office ot
the secretary of state yesterday are
HOTEL DE VARGAS
A lUlctl 111 dvhwi ...........
'were taught and the average length SPECIAL RATESBY THE WEEK
EUROPEAN PLAN. Meals a la Carte.
Room With Bath, $2.00 Lp.
Room Without Bath. $1.00 Up.. of the term was
5.77 months.
Of the school buildings 33 are own-ie-
and five rented. Ten are reported
!it good condition, 12 fair and 11 poor.
as follows: "Leak Proof," referring to
la piston packing, and "Cole, The
Standardized Car," referring to an
automobile.
Distributed Fish.
ollicials and chief executive, the pur-
chasing of feeders from syndicates In
which Frisco officers were at the
same time buyers and sellers and gen-
eral extravagance at the expense of
the stockholders, was resumed this
morning when the interstate com-
merce commission opened the third
day of its hearing into the causes of
the receivership.
The first man to take the witness
stand was J. D. O'Keefe, of New Or-
leans, receiver for the New Orleans,
Texas and Mexico railroad, one of the
Frisco subsidiary lines.
Trinidad C, de Baca, game warden,
returned last night from a brief trip
during which he distributed many
cans of fish throughout Calfax, Mora
and San Miguel counties. Fifty cans
were left at Raton, for points on the
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pa-
cific; eight cans were .left at Wagon
Mound, 24 at Las Vegas and 24 at
Glorietta. On December 2. another
THE HARDWARE MAN SAYS: Don't give anybody the satisfac-
tion of saying: "I told you so." Save Money and Disappointment, don't
send out of town for anything you may need In the Hardware Line,
the Stock of YOUR RELIABLE HARDWARE STORE Is complete,
their prices right, and they are right here "at home" to make good.
This is not a "knock," it's a "warning."
GOTO
BEACH MAN, MIGNARDOT HDW CO.
They Believve in the "Golden Rule All Ways." '
JThe Reliable Hardware Store.
Sandoval County.
There are 20 school districts in the
'county. One district has four rooms;
(two have two, and 17 have one room,
There were 28 teachers employed, of
whom six were men and 20 women.
'Three hold life certificates; two have
first grade, eight have second grade
land 13 have third grade certificates.
The total monthly salary was
$1095. The men teachers received
$378.75 monthly and the women
$1473.75. The salaries range from two
'at 40 to one at SI 00 monthly. The
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agent For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
ILFaLFA. SEED. All kinds' of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packagi
the only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
NOMINATIONS SENT TO
SENATE BY PRESIDENT.
Washington, I). C, Nov. 20. Presi-
dent Wilson today made these nomi-
nations:
Ambassador to Russia, Henry M,
PIndell of Peoria, 111.
Secretary of the embassy at Madrid
Fred Morris Dearing of Missouri.
car will bring 71 cans of fish for San
Miguel and Santa Fe counties, part
lot which will be put in the Santa Fe
river.total annual teachers' payroll amount-
ed to S10.716. of which the men re
Pbone Black
45
Phone Black
45 LEO HERSCH
ceived $3180 and the women $7336.
The average annual salary was $412.15.
The average for men teachers $530;
the average for women $376.80. The
average monthly salary was $56.66.
The average per month for men was
$63.13 and for women $31.73.
HUERTA READS HIS
MESSAGE IN PERSON.
Coffee;
Depends on wliat you
want: a cup of brown
liquid or a dose of pleas-
ure and comfort.
Milk at lOe a quart may
be as cheap as at 5.
To grasp the meaning
of quality-econom- y use
Schilling's Best coffee
in aroma-tigh- t cans.
Cleanly granulated ; everfresh
moneyback.
FLOWERS-- The Capital Phar- -A cough medicine for children., must quickly helpedhelp their coughs and colds without jtiiacy. (Continued
From Page One.)
their respective posts during difficult
days over the country, and have be-
forehand accepted even sacrifice, if
necessary, in behalf of public service
and the welfare of the country.
"The present moment is extremely
solemn and perhaps decisive for the
welfare of the nation. Not only the
eyes of fifteen million Mexicans, but
The average length of term was 6.9b
months. Nine schools held for five
months; seven for six; three for eight,
and seven held for ten months.
The school census showed 1987, of
which. 1068 were boys and 919 were
girls. The enrollment was 1258, of
which 653 were boys and 603 were
girls.
' The average dally attendance
waB 779, of which boys made up 373
1 The Clarendon Garden,
I PHONE 12 SANTA FE, N. M.
bad effects on their little stomachs
and bowels, Foley's Honey and Tar
exactly fills this need. No opiates,
no sour stomach, no constipation fol-
lows its use. Stuffy colds, wheezy
breathing, coughs and croup and all
ft will not pay you to waste your
dine wrtlng out your legal forms
p. hen you can get them already print-
ed at the New Mexican Printing com
pany.
x smmmmmimismmmmmtmmm j
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AI THANKSGIVINGa
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Our stock of Thanksgiving Linen
was never bigger nor better than
this season. Beautifully patterned
designs, both conventional and flow-
ered creations of every pleasing dis-
tinctiveness and exceptionally good
quality at every price, makes buying
here particularly satisfactory. At-
tractive linens add much to the
charm and beauty of a Thanks-
giving dinner, and you should see
the many unusual values we are
showing.
65c, 85c up to $2.50 per Yd.
The lustre and finish of these linens
are beyond the ordinary, and every
woman who likes beautiful linens
Ahnuld see them.!
I
1
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1
I
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Copyright Dart SchaiTucr & Mars
Just Try One of Our $25.00 Suits!
--
wf TTVT 711 C1VT IN BUSINESS are generally well dressed. You appre-- l
V U1MJ 1 TlCrN date the importance of it, and you've had to work out
carefully the relationship between price and values to spend just enough to get the higher
result and not a dollar more. HART SCHAFFNER & MARX make the sort of clothes that
young men ought to wear. Everything about them are wool fabrics, fine tailoring, fine up-to-d- ate
fashions, correct fit-- all these things represent the utmost economy values for the
young business man. We offer special values in these Suits and Overcoats at $25.00, and
we advise every young man or old man to examine the values at this price. Then if you
T
1
1
I
1iimust you can pay ess-$- 18 or $20-- or, if you cnoose, you can pay more--j- u or ou.
'iiraagM'giiM'1511' 'mmwmmmmrm mm wmm:mmmwmtmmmmmmmmmm-m.mmm- mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm mm mmm--rm
THE HQMEOF
"THE
HART SCHAFFNER
HUB."
& MARX THE BIG STORE N. SALMONSANTA FE.
